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Over the past 50 years, optical communications systems have grown tremendously achiev-
ing exceptional data rates and reaches. This growth has been enabled through a variety of
techniques and technologies such as electronic converters, EDFAs, ROADMs, DSP, WDM,
FEC etc. However, as optical networks continue to grow, these techniques and technolo-
gies will introduce new limitations to all optical communication systems. The objectives
of this research revolves around identifying how these techniques and technologies would
affect link performance, manufacturing efficiency, network operation and maintenance, and




Internet data rate requirements are expected to exponentially grow in the next five years ow-
ing to increases in internet access to the global population, increases in networked devices
due to internet of things (IoT), rise of smart appliances, upcoming technologies such as 5G
etc [1]. Optical networks have supported these rising data rate demands in the past as the
internet’s backbone owing to optical fiber’s large operational bandwidth and low transporta-
tion losses. In fact, in the past 30 years, data rates in individual fiber has increased from
10 Gbps in 1990 to 100 Tbps in 2019 in order to support the rising data rate requirements
[2]. This tremendous increase has been largely contributed to multiple innovations in this
field which include erbium doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs), wavelength division multiplex-
ing (WDM), optical networking, digital signal processing (DSP), forward error correction
(FEC), application specific integrated circuits (ASIC), advanced modulation formats etc.
However, in order to increase connectivity and meet predicted increases in data rate re-
quirements, optical systems are expected to get faster and complex network configurations
are expected to be deployed soon. These implementations would introduce new limita-
tions and impairments to the system that need to be investigated to understand their effects
on system performance. The objectives of this research is multidimensional, but revolves
around identifying how new techniques and technologies that are going to be deployed in
the next generation of optical communication systems would affect link performance, man-
ufacturing efficiency, network operation and maintenance, and develop methodologies to
mitigate or minimize these limitations.
This dissertation is arranged in six chapters. Given the interdisciplinary nature of mod-
ern optical communication systems and this research, chapter 2 attempts to give readers
the required background information to understand the main contributions of this disserta-
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tion. It includes a brief historical overview of optical communication systems, a detailed
description of the physical phenomena responsible for signal propagation through optical
fiber, a detailed description of all optical components required to deploy an optical link, a
brief description of DSP algorithms used in optical communication systems with a detailed
description of all DSP algorithms used in this research, a brief description of transmitter
and dispersion eye closure quaternary (TDECQ), and a brief overview of machine learning
(ML) with a detailed description of all ML techniques used here. Chapter 2 does not claim
any novelty and is heavily inspired by the work of Agarwal et al. [3, 4], Kumar et al.[5],
and Goodfellow et al. [6].
The first novel contribution of this dissertation is described in chapter 3. It identifies
electronic converters (ECs) as a major source of impairments in next generation optical
communication systems and develops a theory that captures frequency dependent effective
number of bits (ENoB) such as those exhibited by modern wideband ECs. The chapter
then describes novel and computationally efficient digital to analog converter (DAC) and
analog to digital converter (ADC) models that were developed through this research effort
to simulate the effects of wideband ECs in optical communication systems. Theoretical
and experimental verification of the models are also presented here. Finally, we use these
models to identify penalties introduced by ECs on next generation links employing data
rates of 400 Gbps, 600 Gbps and 800 Gbps.
In chapter 4, we describe our research efforts to accelerate TDECQ assessments of
optical transmitters using ML. TDECQ is a computationally expensive standardization al-
gorithm that is used to accurately qualify optical transmitters. Owing to its accuracy, it
has seen relative success in the industry recently. However, such a complex algorithm can
reduce manufacturing efficiencies and product yield. The chapter describes two techniques
to accelerate TDECQ assessments using ML, one using eye-diagram images and the other
using real-time signals. Assessment accuracy and computational speeds of both techniques
are also presented.
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As the data rates grow, so do the size of the associated networks. While optical com-
munication systems are sufficiently robust, instances of failures in optical links are bound
to increase owing to the sheer size of the network. In such a situation, it is important
to automate fault management systems in optical networks to ensure smooth network op-
erations. In chapter 5, we develop ML techniques that can be used in next generation
optical networks to automate its fault management systems. Techniques described in this
chapter utilize features that are easily available at the coherent receiver DSP for fault de-
tection/prediction and identification.
Finally, chapter 6 draws conclusions to this dissertation with a review of key concepts
introduced in chapters 3, 4 and 5, a summary of all novel contributions to this field and
suggestions for future research topics. Appendices contain some supplementary notes for
chapter 3 and research work describing the impact of polybinary coding on data rates in
multimode fiber (MMF) links employing vertical cavity surface emitting lasers (VCSELs)




2.1 A Historical Overview
In its broadest sense, the use of light for communication dates as far back as civilization
itself when mankind used mirrors, fire beacons and/or smoke signals to convey messages.
While the data rates and reach were severely limited in these methodologies, efforts have
been made ever since to improve on these systems [2, 3]. A major advance in this field
occurred in 1792, when Claude Chappe demonstrated transmitting mechanically coded
messages over long distances with relay stations every 10-15 km [7]. He called his inven-
tion optical telegraph and it was first deployed in July 1794 between Paris and Lille. Even
though the data rate was less than 1 bps, the optical telegraph network was deployed all
over Europe by 1830 owing to its reach.
The optical telegraph was replaced by the electrical telegraph in the 1830s, signaling
the beginning of electrical communication [8]. Data rates could be increased to a few bps
using new coding schemes such as the Morse code and the first successful transatlantic
electrical telegraph was deployed in 1866. Over the next 100 years, electrical methodolo-
gies dominated the deployed communication systems reaching 100s of Mbps in data rates
and 1000s of km in range. These systems could not be improved in data rates any further
due to cable losses and scientists around the world once again started investigating optical
methods for telecommunication systems.
There were two barriers to implementing optical telecommunication in the 1950s - the
absence of a coherent optical source to support higher data rates and the unavailability
of a suitable optical transmission medium to support long transport distances. The first
barrier was overcome in 1960, when Theodore Maiman successfully fired the first laser
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demonstrating the possibility of a coherent source of light [9]. Optical fiber was available in
the early 1960s, however, they were predominantly used for very short length applications
owing to its high propagation losses. In 1966, Charles Kao demonstrated that optical fiber
losses could be significantly reduced if impurities from silica glass could be removed while
manufacturing fiber [10]. This would make optical fiber suitable for optical communication
as they could guide light the same way copper wires could guide electrons. A team of
three Corning scientist developed the first transport grade optical fiber with <20 dB/km
propagation losses in 1970 [11]. Two years later, the same team developed optical fiber
with only 4 dB/km propagation loss by replacing titanium with germanium as the dopant
inside the fiber. Finally, in 1979, a Japanese team developed an optical fiber with 0.2 dB/km
propagation losses near 1550 nm wavelengths [12]. This value was close to the fundamental
limit set by a phenomenon known as Rayleigh scattering [13]. Around the same time,
two groups in Russia [14] and Bell Laboratories [15] demonstrated compact and efficient
gallium arsenide (GaAs) lasers that could operate continuously at room temperatures. The
simultaneous availability of compact coherent optical sources and low-loss optical transport
media marked the dawn of optical telecommunication systems.
2.1.1 The First Era
On April 1, 1977 American Telephone and Telegraph (AT&T) sent its first test signals in
Chicago’s loop district operating at 45 Mbps near infrared wavelengths of 850 nm. The
wavelength was chosen because of the GaAs semiconductor lasers used as the transmitting
laser. While the propagation loss (3 dB/km) was relatively higher at this wavelength, it was
better than coaxial-cables operating at the same data rates. Within months, three companies
deployed fiber based optical communication systems with live telephone traffic - General
Telephone and Electronic (GTE) in Long Beach, California at 6 Mbps, AT&T in Chicago
at 45 Mbps and United Kingdon Post Office near Martlesham Heath, UK at 8.4 Mbps [16–
18]. The suite was followed by other European countries in the following years [19]. With
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these deployments began the first era of fiber optical communication systems - the era of
direct-detection regenerated systems [20]. This era lasted about 16 years (1977-1993) and
saw many major milestones. The first “fiber-to-the-home” was demonstrated in Japan’s Hi
OVIS project in 1978. The first 1300 nm wavelength system was demonstrated in 1981
and the first system to use single-mode fiber was demonstrated in 1982. Additionally, the
first submarine fiber system using these technologies was installed in 1984. The move
from 850 nm wavelength systems using multimode fiber to 1300 nm wavelength systems
using single mode fiber was crucial to meet the increasing telecommunication capacity
demands. The remainder of the era saw data rates move from 45 Mbps to 90 Mbps, 180
Mbps, 417 Mbps and finally 1.7 Gbps. The first two wavelength system, two operating
channels simultaneously transported through a single fiber, was demonstrated in 1989 with
an aggregate data rate of 3.4 Gbps. The capacity of these systems were limited by the
transceiver interface rates since signals had to be regenerated every 10-or-so km to maintain
signal quality. Therefore, further progress in this era was limited to increasing data rates to
2.5 Gbps per wavelength.
2.1.2 The Second Era
Many proposed increasing the optical transport data rates by supporting multiple wave-
lengths through a single fiber. However, this would require multiple repeater units since
there was no cost effective way to amplify multiple wavelengths simultaneously. In the late
1980s, the first practical EDFA was developed. The EDFA was able to optically amplify
multiple wavelengths around the 1550nm spectra alleviating the need for repeater units.
However, the EDFA alone could not solve the growing capacity requirements as the per-
formance was also limited by the existing standard single-mode fiber (SSMF, ITU G.652).
SSMF had a large chromatic dispersion (CD) parameter (17 ps/nm/km) that introduced sig-
nificant intersymbol interference (ISI), limiting the reach of a 10 Gbps systems to only 60
km. In order to eliminate CD, dispersion-shifted fibers (DSF, ITU G.653) were developed
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which could support 10 Gbps over many thousands of kilometers. Owing to this feature of
DSFs, they were widely deployed in Japan and North America. However, they proved fatal
when data rates had to be increased in a single fiber by bringing wavelengths closer and
loading more wavelengths.
Four wave mixing (FWM) is a naturally occurring nonlinear phenomenon in silica/glass
that generates new wavelengths/frequencies through the interaction of two or three exist-
ing wavelengths/frequencies [21]. The newly generated wavelengths scale drastically with
existing wavelengths, generating as many as 100 new wavelengths in the presence of 10 ex-
isting wavelengths. Not only does FWM rob signal wavelengths of their power, they also
coherently mix with signal wavelengths adding distortions to the signal. FWM only occurs
under a special condition, known as phase matching, where the phase relation between dif-
ferent wavelengths need to be fixed. This condition is difficult to achieve in optical fiber
owing to the evolving phase between wavelengths caused by CD. Since there is no CD in
DSFs, FWM thrives in such fiber, severely limiting the performance of an optical link.
In order to mitigate the effects of FWM in DSFs, researchers at AT&T Bell Labora-
tories developed nonzero dispersion fiber (NZDF, ITU G.655) with low but nonzero CD
[22]. This fiber was popularly known as TrueWave fiber. Interestingly, the fiber could be
produced in two flavors, with slightly positive and slightly negative CD. This enabled fiber
networks to have zero overall CD by concatenating fibers of opposite CD signs, but have
sufficient local CD to suppress FWM. The technique was known as dispersion manage-
ment (DM) and was widely deployed all around the world. While simple combinations
(also known as dispersion maps) of fiber was initially sufficient to support long distances
of optical transport, they became insufficient for data rates at and beyond 20 Gbps. Many
networks saw sophisticated dispersion maps to support higher data rates and more wave-
lengths [23]. The introduction of dispersion compensating fiber (DCFs) in mid the 1990s, a
special fiber with very high negative CD compared to NZDF, allowed for smaller spools of
localized negative CD fiber in complicated dispersion maps [24, 25]. This enabled higher
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flexibility in deploying complicated dispersion maps and avoided the need to deploy two
different types of fiber in an optical network. An optical network equipped with DCFs
could support over 80 wavelengths with each wavelength operating at 40 Gbps.
Multiplexing multiple wavelengths on a single fiber to enhance data rates is known as
WDM. An important development in the field of optical communication along with DCF
and EDFA enabled WDM, was the ability to aggregate, disaggregate and switch data paths
in the optical domain. This was referred to as optical add-drop multiplexing (OADM).
Early work showed promising results on reconfigurable optical paths to harness the most
out of optical networks [26]. MONET, a US government funded project, demonstrated
operational reconfigurable optical networks in the late 1990s [27]. However, it was not
until the late 2000s that optical networks saw widespread commercial deployment of re-
configurable OADMs (ROADMs). Optical networks were challenged by DM since opti-
mal dispersion maps required DCFs on a per wavelength basis in the presence of optical
switching, adding to deployment costs and complexity. Alternative methodologies had to
be developed to achieve high network flexibility and transmission performance.
The invention of wideband EDFAs that could optically amplify over 80 wavelengths on
a single fiber, along with the development of DCFs or negative CD NZDFs that eliminated
CD induced ISI and minimized FWM, and simple optical networks that could switch data
paths optically marked the second era of fiber optical communication systems - the era of
amplified dispersion managed systems. This era lasted almost 16 years from 1993 to 2009.
2.1.3 The Third Era
Even with the best dispersion maps, commercial EDFAs ran out of operational amplifica-
tion bandwidths and it was not possible to increase data rates by adding any more wave-
lengths. The only way to increase data rates was to move from rudimentary two level sig-
nals to advanced modulation formats, so as to transport more bits per unit time [28]. Initial
deployments included binary and quadrature phase shift keying (BPSK and QPSK) formats
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which could be detected using existing receiver technologies employing direct detect pho-
todiodes. However, to employ and detect higher modulation formats, coherent receivers
would be required. There were significant efforts in understanding coherent receivers in
the 1980s [29] owing to its higher receiver sensitivities. However, with the invention of
practical EDFAs in the late 1980s, interest in coherent receivers faded since optical signals
could now be amplified and increased receiver sensitivities were no longer required. Inter-
ests in coherent systems resurfaced when data rates could no longer be increased in optical
networks using existing technologies.
The resurgence of coherent receivers was not just need driven but also opportunity
driven. In the early 2000s, complementary metal oxide semiconductors (CMOS) process-
ing and practical CMOS integrated ECs could employ 10 Gigabaud per second (GBaud)
signaling rates. These ECs included DACs and ADCs. Together with coherent receivers,
CMOS enabled the use of DSP techniques to achieve very high data rates. In 2004, the
first CMOS enabled maximum likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) was demonstrated
[30] and commercially implemented [31] at 10 Gbps. MLSE based CD compensation was
demonstrated for the first time in long-haul optical links in 2005 [32], but the exponential
increase in complexity with distance rendered MLSE impractical for long-haul systems.
This inspired research in linear equalization techniques that had significantly less compu-
tational complexity. However, linear equalizers would require the phase information of
optical signals which directed researchers to also explore how to exploit the full optical
field in an optical fiber: in-phase/quadrature modulation (I/Q) and polarization division
multiplexing (PDM). Single mode fiber supports two orthogonal signals known as polar-
izations and it is possible to use them independently to transport data. By using all four
orthogonal fields of the optical signal, transport data rates could be instantly quadrupled
reaching 40 Gbps based on 10 Gbps system components [33]. Soon, the first commercial
28 GBaud links operating at 100 Gbps was delivered to Verizon by Alcatel-Lucent [34].
Coherent transponders equipped with DSP, known as digital coherent transponders,
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were able to compensate for transoceanic amounts of CD with appropriate digital filters
and incur little-to-no penalty. They eliminated the need for dispersion managed networks
and links now could be deployed with any amounts of accumulated CD. This led to the
deployment of modern fiber that has large CD (20 ps/nm/km) but low losses (0.14 dB/km)
and large effective area to reduce nonlinear distortions from FWM [35]. Digital coherent
transponders with modern fiber also revolutionized the field of network planning. These
systems were much simpler to model as compared to DM direct detect systems, and simple
analytic and semi-analytic model were developed to estimate link penalties and aid link
budget analysis. Two such models are the Gaussian noise (GN) model and the enhanced
Gaussian noise (EGN) model [36, 37].
Early optical links used simple FEC codes such as hamming codes to achieve better
performance [38]. FEC adds redundancy to the information bits in a controlled fashion to
enable correction of errors introduced by noise or other distortions in the channel. Reed-
Solomon (RS) codes were also soon introduced in optical communication systems and
RS(255,239) with 7% overhead was standardized in ITU-T G.975 [39]. RS(255,239) oper-
ates 4.4 dB from the shannon limit [40] at a bit error rate (BER) of 10-15. Hamming codes
and RS codes are hard decision codes that operate on bits (0s and 1s) to correct informa-
tion bits. The advent of CMOS in optical communication system enabled soft decision
FECs (SD-FECs) which could reduce the gap to 1-2 dB from the Shannon limit. SD-FECs
employ finely quantized demodulator outputs that have an associated reliability measure,
allowing for improved decoding performance. Currently deployed SD-FECs include prod-
uct codes or low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes [41], decoded by iterative message
passing in a graphical code model [42]. The gap to Shannon capacity can be further re-
duced by using modulation formats with non-uniform probability of occurrence [43]. This
technique, known as probabilistic shaping, is currently deployed in certain long-haul links
to achieve higher data rates [44].
The third era of optical communication systems, which is also the current era, was
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boosted by the development of high speed CMOS processes and circuits. Along with var-
ious DSP and FEC techniques, they have enabled 100 Gbps using 28 GBaud PDM QPSK
[34], 200 Gbps using 32 GBaud PDM 16QAM [45], 400 Gbps using 56 GBaud PDM
16QAM [46], and 1 Tbps using 90 Gbaud PDM 64QAM [47]. A single fiber can now
support 65 Tbps over 6600 km [48]
Another aspect of optical communication systems that saw significant development in
the third era was flexible mesh networking. The MONET project [27] established the
need to provide all optical flexible networking to manage many WDM channels. However,
DM systems that were deployed then made it difficult to achieve desired flexibility in the
networking layer. Some believe that the expansion of networking in optical communication
systems was purely coincidental with the introduction of coherent optical systems, but
coherent systems did provide benefits to flexible networking. They eliminated DM systems
that required local DCFs at add/drop sites, allowed adaptable transmission formats and
data rates based of link distances and channel bandwidths, and provided steep receiver
filtering through DSP to isolate the channel of interest effectively [49]. Owing to these
changes introduced by coherent systems, today’s ROADMs provide multi-degree mesh
connectivity [49], flexible wavelength allocation [50, 51], and dynamic gain equalization
to improve signal quality and maximize transport distances. Modern ROADMs, made up of
wavelength selective switches (WSS), can support variable optical bandwidths unlike the
early 1990s that had fixed 50 GHz bandwidth based on the 50 GHz ITU grid. Flexible grids
have demonstrated higher data rate network capacities especially in small (metro) networks
[52]. Additionally, today’s ROADMs can handle optical signals at any wavelength in any
direction without wavelength blocking. Therefore, they are popularly called colorless-
directionless-contentionless (CDC) and are key components in modern optical networks.
CMOS based coherent receivers employing advanced modulation formats and soft-
decision FECs, along with ROADM enabled flexible mesh networks define the third and
current era of optical communication systems (2009 - till date). Research and commer-
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cial efforts are currently exploring ways to further improve data rates and transport reach
through improved CMOS processes, advanced DSP and FECs. There have been significant
work in using ML to improve optical link performance [53], but they have seen limited
commercial success owing to its computational challenges at high data rates. ML has how-
ever seen promising application in optical network management, especially in predicting
link failures and quality of transmission (QoT) [54].
2.1.4 Conclusions
Many technological innovations since the late 1970s have enabled the creation of modern
fiber optic based communication networks. This section attempted to give a brief historical
overview to enable readers in identifying important milestones in this field and understand
their motivation. Some efforts to improve optical communication system performances
are based on the limitations of many of these milestones and form the motivation of this
dissertation. Remaining sections in this chapter provide an in-depth description of the
necessary background required to understand the main contributions of this dissertation.
2.2 Propagation of Signals in Optical Fiber
The phenomenon responsible for guiding light through an optical fiber is known as total
internal reflection [4]. An optical fiber consists of a cylindrical core of silica surrounded by
a cladding whose refractive index is lower than that of the core. Refractive index describes
how fast light travels in a material and is defined by η = c/v, where c is the speed of
light in vacuum and v is the speed of light in the material. SSMF uses an abrupt change
in refractive index to confine the optical field and such fibers are called step-index fiber,
Fig. 2.1. In order to understand the propagation of light through optical fiber, one needs to
take a wave-propagation approach using Maxwell’s equations as the geometrical approach
is invalid when the core size (r1) is comparable to the wavelength of light propagating
through the fiber [55].
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Figure 2.1: Cross section profile of a step-index fiber. The innermost layer is the core and
has the highest refractive index (η2). The second layer is the cladding and has a slightly
lower refractive index (η1). The outermost layer is the jacket and a significantly lower
refractive index (η0)
2.2.1 Wave Propagation through Step-Index Fiber
Since light is an electromagnetic wave, its propagation in an optical fiber is governed by
Maxwell’s Equations








∇ · ~D = 0 (2.3)
∇ · ~B = 0 (2.4)
where ~E and ~H are the electric and magnetic field vectors respectively, and ~D and ~B are the
corresponding electric and magnetic flux densities. The field vectors and the flux densities
vectors are related by
~D = ε0~E + ~P (2.5)
~B = µ0 ~H + ~M (2.6)
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where ε0 and µ0 are the permittivity and permeability in free space respectively, and ~P and
~M are the induced electric and magnetic polarizations respectively. In an optical fiber, ~M =
0 since silica glass is non-magnetic in nature. ~P, however, requires a microscopic quantum
mechanical approach to evaluate. If we avoid evaluating ~P near medium resonance, ~P and
~E are related by
~P(r, t) = ε0
∫ t
−∞
χ(r, t− t′)~E(r, t′)dt′ (2.7)
where χ is the linear susceptibility which is a second rank tensor [4]. In an isotropic media,
such as silica glass, χ can be assumed scalar. Combining Eqn. 2.1 - 2.7, we have








where the velocity of light in free space c is defined as c = (ε0µ0)−
1
2 . By introducing the
Fourier transform in Eqn. 2.8, we have
∇×∇× ~E(r, ω) = ε(r, ω)(ω2/c2)~E(r, ω) (2.9)
where the frequency dependent dielectric constant is defined as
ε(r, ω) = 1 + χ(r, ω) (2.10)
In general, ε is a complex number whose real and imaginary part are related to the material’s
refractive index (η) and absorption coefficient (α) by
ε = (η + iαc/2ω)2 (2.11)
The frequency dependence of η is known as chromatic dispersion or material dispersion. If
we assume that α is sufficiently low (for SSMF, this is true) and the material is isotropic (ε
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is independent of r), we can rewrite Eqn. 2.9 as
∇2~E + η2(ω)k20~E = 0 (2.12)
using the identify ∇×∇× ~E = ∇(∇ · ~E) −∇2~E and setting ∇ · ~E = 0 using Eqn. 2.3
and Eqn. 2.5. k0 is the free space wave number defined as k0 = ω/c = 2π/λ, and λ is the
wavelength in free space.
Taking advantage of the cylindrical symmetry of optical fiber, Fig. 2.1, we can expand
















+ η2k20Ez = 0 (2.13)
where the step index of the optical fiber of core radius r1 is of the form
η =

η1, if ρ > r1
η2, if ρ < r1
(2.14)
Equation 2.13 describes the propagation of guided modes [56] in an optical fiber, which is
responsible for transporting signals in a fiber optic communication system. A mode is any
solution of the wave equation (Eqn. 2.12) that satisfies appropriate boundary conditions.
The vector symbol over E is removed for simplicity of notation. We focus on the axial
component of the electric field, Ez, since the other components of the electric and mag-
netic field can be obtained using Maxwell’s equations. The solutions of Eqn. 2.13 can be
obtained using method of separation of variables,
Ez(ρ, φ, z) = F (ρ)Φ(φ)Z(z) (2.15)
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and are given by
Z = exp(iβz) (2.16)




′Ym(κρ), for ρ ≤ r1
CKm(γρ) + C
′Im(γρ), for ρ > r1
(2.18)
where A,A′, C, and C ′ are constants, Jm, Ym, Km and Im are different kinds of Bessel




0 − β2 (2.19)
γ2 = β2 − η21k20 (2.20)
By applying the appropriate boundary conditions, one can obtain all the solutions of Eqn.
2.16 - 2.18 as follows
Ez =

AJm(κρ) exp(imφ) exp(iβz), for ρ ≤ r1
CKm(γρ) exp(imφ) exp(iβz), for ρ > r1
(2.21)
In order to ensure that all modes are guided in Eqn. 2.21, κ and γ have to be greater than
0. Applying this condition to Eqn. 2.19 - 2.20, we obtain
η2 > η̄ > η1 (2.22)
where η̄ = β/k0 is the effective refractive index that the optical mode propagates with. If
η̄ = η2, the mode will not propagate. This condition is not of much interest. If η̄ = η1, the
mode will no longer be guided. This condition is of special interest as it defines when a
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Figure 2.2: Normalized propagation constant as a function of normalized V-number for
few low-order fiber modes in step index fiber. Right side scale shows the mode index η̄ [4]
mode is ”cut-off”. We can define two parameters that play an important role in determining
the cut-off condition, the V-number given by V = k0r1(n22 − n21)−1/2 and the normalized
propagation constant b = (η̄ − η1)/(η2 − η1). The cut-off condition for different optical
guided modes in a step-index fiber is shown in Fig. 2.2.
In order to prevent signal degradation from the mixing of different optical modes, SSMF
is designed with a V-number<2.405 so as to support only one mode, Fig. 2.2. Specification
of SSMF are as follows: r1 = 4 µm, r2 = 62.5 µm and η2 − η1 = 0.003. At λ = 1550 nm,
the V-number of SSMF is ∼ 2.27.
2.2.2 Chromatic Dispersion
There exists two types of dispersion in any waveguide - inter-modal dispersion and intra-
modal dispersion. Inter-modal dispersion can be ignored in SSMF owing to its design, but
intra-modal dispersion affects the propagation of optical signals significantly. In an optical
fiber, the group velocity associated with the any mode in the fiber is frequency dependent
because of CD. As a result, different spectral components of an optical signal travel at
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different velocities introducing intra-modal dispersion and ISI in the optical signal.
Let us consider a piece of SSMF of length L. A specific spectral component at frequency






and β is the propagation constant from Eqn. 2.21. Let us now consider a pulse with a
















∆ω = Lβ2∆ω (2.25)
The parameter β2 = d2β/dω2 is known as the group-velocity dispersion (GVD) parameter.
In optical communication engineering, it is preferred to determine ∆T in terms of the
wavelength content ∆λ. By substituting ω = 2πλ/c, we get
∆T = −2πc
λ2
β2L∆λ = DL∆λ (2.26)
where D = −(2πc/λ2)β2 is known as the dispersion parameter and is expressed in terms
of ps/nm/km. The dispersion parameter is 0 ps/nm/km for DSF, ∼3 ps/nm/km for NZDF
and 17 ps/nm/km for SSMF.
Chromatic dispersion has two components - material dispersion, caused by silica glass,
and waveguide dispersion, caused by the design of the fiber. By substituting β = n̄k0 and
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Figure 2.3: Total dispersion D, along with its constituent material dispersion DM and
waveguide dispersion DW , as a function of wavelength. The zero dispersion wavelength is
also indicated as λZD and occurs around 1.31 µm [4]





















= DM +DW (2.28)
where DM and DW are the material and waveguide dispersion respectively, ∆ = η2 − η1
and η1g is the group index of the cladding. Figure 2.3 shows the variation of CD as a
function of wavelength for SSMF.
2.2.3 Polarization Mode Dispersion
Even though an SSMF is designed to support only one optical mode that satisfies the wave
equation (Eqn. 2.21), there actually exists two degenerate solutions to the wave equation
since the electric field associated with the electromagnetic wave can be oriented in two
orthogonal directions. These degenerate solutions are known as the two polarization com-
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ponents of the fiber mode. In a perfectly cylindrical optical fiber, these two components
would have the same propagation constant β. However, in reality, there are imperfection in
the manufacturing of fiber and each polarization has its own propagation constant, βx and
βy, causing time delays between the two polarizations. Additionally, there is also random
coupling between the two polarizations due to various types of stress and microbending
in an optical fiber. The combined effect of these two phenomena is known as polarization
mode dispersion (PMD) [58].
In the past, dispersion associated with PMD induced significant penalties in an optical
communication system. However, modern fibers are now made by employing a twisting
motion in the fiber draw process known as the ”GULP method” [59]. The method has
reduced the associated dispersion to ∼0.1 ps/
√
km for SSMF and is negligible for short
distances of fiber. However, for long optical links employing high speed PDM signals,
PMD is an important impairment that needs to be mitigated using DSP.
2.2.4 Loss
While solving for wave propagation through an optical fiber, we had identified that the
frequency dependent dielectric constant ε was a complex number whose real part was re-
lated to the refractive index (η) of the material and the imaginary part was related to the
absorption coefficient (α) of the material (see Eqn. 2.11). However, in general, there are
many sources of attenuation in an optical fiber and α can be generalized as the absorption
coefficient for all sources of optical attenuation. The power attenuation in an optical fiber
is governed by dP/dz = −αP , where z is the transport distance. Therefore, if Pin is
launched through a fiber of length L, Pout = Pine−αL. The units of α is dB/km.
There are three sources of losses in an optical fiber - material absorption, Rayleigh scat-
tering and waveguide imperfection. Material absorption can be divided into two categories
- intrinsic absorption caused by pure silica glass and extrinsic absorption caused by im-
purities in the fiber. Any material absorbs at certain wavelengths owing to electronic and
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Figure 2.4: (a) Spectral loss profile of a single-mode fiber with wavelength dependence of
fiber loss for several fundamental loss mechanism [4]. (b) Spectral loss profile for modern
SSMF fiber [60]
vibrational resonances. For silica glass, electronic resonance occurs in the ultraviolet re-
gion (λ <0.4 µm) and vibrational resonance occurs in the infrared region (λ >7 µm). The
tails of their absorption bands extend into the visible region introducing material absorp-
tions of <0.1 dB/km between 0.8 µm and 1.6 µm, Fig. 2.4, creating the first fundamental
limit on the absorption coefficient. The main source of extrinsic material absorption are
water vapors. The vibrational resonance of OH ions occurs at 2.73 µm and its harmonic
tones have strong absorption at 1.39 µm, 1.24 µm and 0.95 µm, Fig. 2.4(a). In the past,
these impurities could introduce losses as high as 10 dB/km. However, modern SSMF are
created with sufficient purity and have minimal OH ion absorption, Fig. 2.4(b).
Rayleigh scattering is a fundamental loss mechanism caused by local microscopic fluc-
tuations in the density of the material. These microscopic fluctuations lead to random
fluctuations in the refractive index of the material on a scale smaller than the optical wave-
length λ, leading to scattering of light in the media [13]. The loss varies as λ−4 and is
dominant at short wavelengths. In an optical fiber, Rayleigh scattering is the dominant
cause of loss introducing 0.12 - 0.16 dB/km power losses at 1.55 µm wavelength, Fig. 2.4.
An ideal single mode fiber would guide an optical mode with no energy leakage into the
cladding layer. However, real fiber have imperfections at the core-cladding layer that can
lead to additional losses in the fiber. The physical phenomenon behind this loss is known
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as Mie scattering [13]. These losses can be minimized by ensuring that the core radius does
not vary significantly along the fiber length during manufacturing. Modern fibers present
<0.03 dB/km losses from Mie scattering. Additionally, losses can also be introduced due
to mechanical bends in the optical fiber. Mechanical bends have a bend radius of at least 5
mm and losses at these bend radii are <0.01 dB/km.
Total fiber losses from all these sources can be limited to ∼0.2 dB/km for commercial
SSMF, Fig. 2.4, with research showing record lowest fiber loss of 0.1419 dB/km at 1.56
µm wavelength and 1290 ◦C operating temperature [61].
2.2.5 Fiber Nonlinearity
Light scattering and absorption form one type of loss mechanism in an optical fiber. There
exists another type of loss mechanism where power from a certain wavelength is transferred
to another wavelength coherently. These effects give rise to nonlinearities in the fiber. They
not only take power from the propagating signal but also introduce distortions in the signal,
further degrading the optical system’s performance.
Two examples of such effects are Raman scattering [62] and Brillouin scattering [63].
Both these effects absorb power from a certain wavelength and transfer it to a higher wave-
length. The main difference between the two is that Raman scattering occurs due to optical
phonons and Brillouin scattering occurs due to acoustic phonons. Fortunately, both these
effects occur at very high optical powers in an optical fiber and do not contribute to losses
in optical communication systems. These effects are however used to create optical ampli-
fiers for various application [64, 65]. Raman amplifiers are commonly used in long-haul
optical communication systems owing to its low noise figures [66].
Another source of optical nonlinearity in an optical fiber is the nonlinear refractive
index of silica glass. While deriving the equations for wave propagation in a step index
fiber in Sec. 2.2.1, we had assumed that the susceptibility χ of silica glass is linear and χ
is a second rank tensor. However, as the incident powers in an optical fiber rise, this linear
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dependence is no longer valid. In such a case, the relationship between the polarization (~P)
and the electric field (~E) is given by
~P = ε0
[
χ(1) · ~E + χ(2) : ~E~E + χ(3)...~E~E~E + · · ·
]
(2.29)
where χ(j) is the jth order susceptibility and is a tensor of rank j + 1. Previously, we only
utilized χ(1) in Eqn. 2.10 to compute the refractive index of the media, but now we need to
utilize Eqn. 2.29 in Eqn. 2.10 to compute the total refractive index of an optical fiber.































where <[x] is the real part of the x. Note that the vector signs have been omitted for ease
of notation. The third harmonic electromagnetic wave becomes significant under a special
condition known as phase-matching. We will ignore this component for now. Substituting
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Eqn. 2.33 in Eqn. 2.30, we get

















where η′ is the total refractive index and η is the refractive index under the assumption of
linearity. The second term on the right hand side represents the nonlinear refractive index
as the index itself depends on the incident optical power. Typically, this index is smaller













using the following approximation (1 + x)−1/2 ≈ 1 + x/2 if x 1. Equation 2.39 can be
further simplified as
η′ ≈ η + η2|E0|2 (2.40)
where η2 = 3χ(3)/8η2 is known as the Kerr coefficient [67]. For silica, η2 ≈ 3 × 10−20
m2/W. Therefore, to experience 3 × 10−20 change in refractive index, one would need 1
W of incident optical power in a cross-section area of 1 m2. This change in refractive
index may seem insignificant. However, the cause of nonlinear distortions in a fiber is not
the high incident power, but the low cross-sectional area of the fiber and the lengths over
which these interactions take place. An SSMF has a cross-sectional area of 100 µm2 or less
and transports signals over 1000s of kilometers. The variation in refractive index in such a
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situation is comparable to the linear refractive index itself.
Fiber nonlinearities distort the optical signal through three processes, namely self-phase
modulation (SPM), cross-phase modulation (XPM) and four-wave mixing (FWM). SPM
occurs when the variation in power in a wavelength affects the signal on that wavelength.
It introduces the least distortion of all nonlinear processes in an optical fiber. XPM occurs
when the power variation in a wavelength affects the signal on another wavelength. One
might consider XPM to be the significant source of nonlinear distortions in an optical fiber
since modern SSMF carry signals on ∼80 wavelengths at a time. However, if the channels
are sufficiently spaced and there is sufficient CD present in the link, the effects of XPM
is significantly reduced [68]. FWM is a process where a fourth wavelength is created
due to the interaction of two or three wavelengths. FWM is the most significant source of
nonlinear distortions in an optical fiber. Its impact on an optical communication system can
be reduced by increasing the spacing between signal wavelengths, increasing the CD, and
using unequal spacings between wavelengths [68]. The first two recommendations reduce
the efficiency of the phase matching condition required for FWM, whereas the latter results
in FWM wavelength generation outside the signal bands.
2.2.6 Miscellaneous
Apart from these four major impairments - loss, CD, PMD and nonlinearities, there exist
a few other impairments such as polarization dependent loss (PDL) [69], multipath inter-
ference (MPI) [70], changes in state of polarization (SoP) [71], higher order CD [5] etc.
However, these either have little impact on the signal or are very localized. These impair-
ments will not be discussed here.
2.3 Transmitters, Receivers, and other Optical Components
While optical fiber is an important part of an optical communication system, there are many
other optical components that enable communication in these optical links. In this section,
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we talk about what these components are, why they are used in an optical communication
system and what limitations/impairments they introduce in these systems.
2.3.1 Lasers
Laser is the acronym for light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation. They are
widely used in the modern day for various applications such as optical disk drives, laser
printers, fiber-optic communication systems etc. All lasers consist of a pump source, a gain
medium and two or more mirrors that form an optical resonator [4]. By carefully choosing
these components, one can design a laser for a wide variety of wavelengths and optical
powers. The most commonly used lasers in fiber-optic communication systems include
VCSELs, distributed feedback (DFB) lasers and external cavity lasers (ECL). VCSELs are
primarily used in short-reach communication systems employing multimode fiber, since
they can only produce sufficient optical power using multiple optical modes [72]. These
systems are significantly different from communication systems that utilize SSMF, and
therefore will not be discussed here. Interested readers are directed towards Appendix B.
Ideally, a laser used in an optical communication system would output a single lon-
gitudinal mode, i.e. it is a monochromatic source of light. However, real lasers exhibit
fluctuations in its intensity, phase and frequency even when operating at steady conditions
[73]. The fundamental source of these distortions is spontaneous emission. Apart from
the coherent stimulated photons in the laser, there also exist spontaneously emitted photons
that add random phase to the stimulated emissions and perturb the amplitude and phase of
the laser output in a random manner. These perturbations impair the communication signal
by introducing random phase noise whose variance is given by
σ2(τ) = 2π∆fτ (2.41)
where ∆f is the full-width half-maxima (FWHM) of the laser linewidth (3-dB width of the
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output of the laser spectra) and τ is the time between measurements. The added phase noise
evolves with time (τ ) and is compensated using DSP in coherent communication systems.
2.3.2 Electronic Converters
Electronic converters allow us to convert signals between the analog and digital domains
seamlessly. This enables the use of DSP in communication systems to compensate for
physical impairments and achieve high data rates. The performance of an EC depends on
the following parameters - bit resolution, timing jitter, sample rate, analog bandwidth and
noise [74]. Signal-to-noise-and-distortion ratio (SINAD) attempts to quantify the impact
of these parameters on a converted signal. It is measured at individual frequencies and is
given by [75]
SINAD(f) =
Psignal + Pnoise + Pdistortion
Pnoise + Pdistortion
(2.42)
where Psignal is the power of the input sinusoidal wave at frequency f , Pdistortion and Pnoise
in the numerator is the power of the noise and distortion at frequency f and in the denom-
inator is the power of noise and distortion measured over the entire bandwidth of interest.
A more common metric that is used to describe the performance of an EC is the ENoB. It
is a measure of how well the signal is being converted between the two domains by an EC
(analog and digital) and is related to the SINAD by [75]
ENoB = 0.5× log2(SINAD)− 0.5× log2(1.5) (2.43)
A detailed description on the relationship between ENoB and SINAD can be found in ap-
pendix A. Limited EC ENoB can affect the performance of optical communication systems
and is an important design factor when deploying optical links. There has been some effort
in using DSP to overcome the limitations of limited ENoB [76, 77].
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Figure 2.5: IQ modulator constructed using two MZIs and a phase shifter
2.3.3 Modulators and Drivers
Optical communication systems often employ optical modulators to convert the electrical
communication signal from an EC to the optical domain. These modulators usually work
on the principle of Pockel’s effect [78] and are made of substances (e.g. lithium niobate)
that strongly demonstrate these properties. Pockel’s effect allows one to change the re-
fractive index of a material to introduce phase variation in the optical signal, which can
then be used interferometrically to create amplitude variations. Such devices are called
Mach-Zehnder Interferometer (MZI) and their transfer function is given by






where Ein is the input optical field, Eout is the output optical field, Vπ is the voltage re-
quired to obtain a phase shift of π on Ein, and Vin is the applied voltage that contains the
communication signal. Using two such MZIs, it is possible to create an I/Q modulator that
can construct complex communication signals, Fig. 2.5.
Optical modulators are inherently nonlinear owing to its sinusoidal transfer function,
Eqn. 2.44. They can introduce nonlinear distortions to communication signals and degrade
link performance. In order to minimize these distortions, modulators are usually operated
in their linear regime. However, this comes at the cost of reduced modulation depth. A
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careful trade-off between these two phenomena is required to obtain optimal performance.
Some optical transmitters also use driver amplifiers to amplify the output of an EC
before passing it to the optical modulator. Higher voltages improve the quality of the signal
by increasing the modulation depth. However, drivers add their own distortions and may
need additional DSP to compensate them to obtain best system performance.
Lasers, optical modulators, electronic drivers and digital-to-analog converters together
comprise of an optical transmitter. Some optical transmitters also include digital/analog
filters to pre-compensate the optical signal for system impairments.
2.3.4 Optical Amplifiers
Erbium doped fiber amplifiers and distributed Raman amplifiers are two of the most com-
mon optical amplifiers used in optical communication systems. Optical amplifiers allow
for the compensation of fiber propagation losses and enable transmission of optical signals
through 1000s of kilometers of optical fiber. However, similar to electronic amplifiers, op-
tical amplifiers degrade the quality of the amplified signal at every amplification stage [79].





where OSNR is the optical signal-to-noise ratio, a metric used to define the quality of the





where p is the number of polarizations, Rs is the symbol rate, and Bref is the resolution
bandwidth commonly chosen as 0.1 nm or 12.5 GHz. Experimentally, the OSNR is cal-
culated using the optical spectra obtained from an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA), by
measuring the power difference between the signal and the noise floor, Fig. 2.6. The noise
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Figure 2.6: Output of an OSA showing the optical spectra and the associated calculations
to measure the OSNR of the optical signal
floor at the signal wavelength is obtained by interpolating the out-of-band noise floor. All
measurements are done with 0.1 nm resolution bandwidth. If any other bandwidth is used,
the following correction factor needs to be added to the OSNR: 10 log10(BW/0.1), where
BW is the measurement resolution bandwidth in nanometers.
The optical amplifier noise figure is conventionally expressed as [79]
Fn = 2nspχ (2.47)
where nsp is the spontaneous emission factor and χ is the excess noise coefficient. In an
ideal amplifier, nsp = 1 and χ = 1 demonstrating that the best achievable noise figure is
3 dB. Distributed Raman amplifiers operate near this noise figure since they achieve near
complete population inversion (nsp ∼ 1). EDFA noise figures range from 4 dB to 8 dB
since they do not achieve complete population inversion (nsp > 1). Even though Raman
amplifiers have lower noise figures, EDFAs are more popular since Raman amplifiers are
costly and have low power efficiencies. Raman amplifiers are extensively used in long-haul
optical communication systems where low noise figures are crucial [66].
For an optical link employing N uniformly spaced EDFAs, the output OSNR (in dB) is
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Figure 2.7: BER vs OSNR for 32 GBaud QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM
given by [81]
OSNR = P0 + 58− Γ− 10 log10(N)− Fn (2.48)
where P0 is the total optical power launched into the fiber from an EDFA and Γ is the
gain of the EDFA. The number of amplifiers and the noise figure of individual amplifiers
strongly affect the maximum achievable OSNR, thereby limiting the performance of a long
haul communication link. Figure 2.7 shows the BER performance of 32 GBaud QPSK,
16QAM and 64QAM for various OSNR [80].
2.3.5 Reconfigurable Optical Add Drop Multiplexers
A ROADM is an optical device that can selectively add channels to or drop channels from
an optical network employing multiple wavelengths. They are widely used in optical com-
munication systems to enable optical networking. The basic building block of a ROADM
is a WSS which can be constructed using various technologies including micro-mirror ar-
rays, planar lightwave circuits (PLC), liquid crystal on silicon (LCoS) etc [82]. WSS are
designed for a fixed wavelength channel plan - fixed channel spacing centered around cer-
tain wavelengths and fixed pass-bands. Similar to other optical components in an optical
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Figure 2.8: Power spectral density of received optical signal affected by (a) narrowing pass-
band profile (b) frequency drifts between ROADM pass-band and channel wavelength
communication system, ROADMs also introduce impairments in an optical link and need
to be carefully managed to minimize these impairments.
Finite pass-band isolation and imperfect filter shapes of switching elements introduce
cross-talk between adjacent wavelengths (also known as interchannel interference or ICI)
in an optical network employing ROADMs. These impairments occur at every add-drop
stage and accumulate over the lightpath, severely degrading the performance of an optical
link [83]. Currently, optical networks rely on high out-of-band suppression to contain the
impact of ICI. However, aging equipment can further enhance these cross-talk and timely
repairs/replacements are necessary to ensure best performance. ROADMs can also intro-
duce impairments in the pass-band through two mechanisms - narrowing pass-band pro-
file due to cascaded ROADMs, and frequency drifts between the ROADM pass-band and
channel wavelengths [84]. Both these mechanisms introduce unnecessary filtering effects
on the pass-band channel and degrade system performance, Fig. 2.8. Careful identification
of these impairments are crucial to ensure continued network operations.
2.3.6 Photodiodes
All optical communication systems use photodiodes to convert the optical signal to the
electrical domain for further processing. A photodiode is characterized by its responsivity
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where η is the quantum efficiency and λ0 is the wavelength of the incident light in µm.
A photodiode responsivity determines the output photocurrent governed by IPC = RPI ,
where PI is the incident optical power and IPC is the output photocurrent.
There are two sources of noise in a photodiode - shot noise and thermal noise [85]. Shot
noise is caused by the random distribution of electrons generated during the photodetection
process. The variance of this noise is given by σ2shot = 2qIPCB, where q is the charge
of an electron and B is the bandwidth of the receiver. Thermal noise is generated due
to the random motion of electrons. The variance of thermal noise is given by σ2thermal =
4kBTB/R, where kB is the Boltzman’s constant, T is the absolute temperature and R is
the load resistance. In the absence of optical amplifiers, these two noise sources dominate
the performance of a link. Therefore, they are limiting factors in the performance of short
reach optical communication systems.
In some optical communication systems, the output of a photodiode does not have suf-
ficient power to meet performance requirements. In such cases, a transimpedance amplifier
(TIA) is used to amplify the photocurrent. However, these amplifiers add noise and non-
linearities to the signal and degrade the performance. TIAs are common in direct detect
systems where messages are modulated on the intensity of light. Since it is not possible to
extract phase information in these systems to perform DSP, they are cheaper to implement.
2.3.7 Coherent Receivers
Coherent receivers enable the extraction of phase information from the optical signal thereby
allowing complex modulation formats and advanced DSP. Their advent has enabled record
data rates and distances in optical communication systems. There are various types of co-
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Figure 2.9: (a) One polarization branch of a coherent receiver describing a 2x4 90 degree
hybrid. (b) A fully coherent dual polarization balanced receiver. PS: power splitter, π/2:
90 degree phase shifter, DC: directional coupler, PD: photodiode, PBS: polarization beam
splitter and Σ: electrical adder
herent receivers [5]. Here, we will discuss the architecture of a dual polarization balanced
coherent receiver that is typically used in long haul links. For simplicity in the following
discussion, a coherent receiver refers to a dual polarization balanced coherent receivers.
A coherent receiver consists of a local oscillator, polarization beam splitters (PBS),
power splitters, phase shifters, balanced photodiodes and directional couplers, Fig. 2.9.
Coherent receivers usually don’t employ TIAs since they can achieve higher photocurrents
by increasing the local oscillator power. The input to a coherent receiver is the received
optical signal and the local oscillator. Both signals first go through a PBS to be split into
their individual polarizations. These then go through power splitters and one component
of the local oscillator gets delayed by π/2 phase in order to extract the in-phase (I) and
quadrature (Q) component of the signal, Fig. 2.9(a). The outputs are then passed through
a directional coupler where they coherently mix with each other and sent to photodiodes
to obtain the electrical signals. A balanced photodiode is usually employed to eliminate
common mode noise and distortions. The outputs of the coherent receiver are the I and Q
component of the X and Y polarization, Fig. 2.9(b). A detailed description of a coherent
receiver can be found in [5].
The most common impairment in a coherent receiver is called frequency offset [86].
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Figure 2.10: Common receiver DSP architecture used in coherent communication links
In general, there is a small difference in operating frequencies between the local oscillator
laser and the transmitter laser. When the two lasers beat at the photodiode, this frequency
difference is transferred to the received symbols causing growing phase offsets between
symbols. Using the same laser at the transmitter and receiver can eliminate this impair-
ment, but this solution is not practical in long optical links where the transceivers can
be 1000s of kilometers away. DSP based techniques are currently employed to eliminate
frequency offset. Other impairments in a coherent receiver include imbalance in the pho-
todiodes, power splitters, directional couplers etc. However, modern optical components
have negligible imbalances and their associated impairments can be usually ignored [87].
2.4 Digital Signal Processing
Since 2009, optical communication systems have seen an increased use of DSP techniques
to increase data rates through optical fiber. These techniques allow for the compensation
of all link impairments that were discussed in the previous section and the use of advanced
modulation formats that can transport more information per unit time. In this section,
we discuss common modulation formats that are implemented in optical communication
systems and the associated DSP algorithms, Fig. 2.10.
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Figure 2.11: (a) PAM-2 (b) PAM-4 (c) 64-QAM
2.4.1 Advanced Modulation Formats
Modulation is the process of mapping a sequence of bits to a signal to make it suitable for
transportation over a communication media. The most common types of modulation for-
mats are pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) and quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM)
[88]. PAM signals modulate the field or intensity of light into multiple amplitude levels.
PAM-2 and PAM-4, employing two and four amplitude levels respectively, are the most
common types of PAM signals in optical communication. QAM signals have double the
capacity of PAM signals since they modulate PAM signals on the optical fields of two
orthogonal carriers - sin(ωct) and cos(ωct). 4-, 8-, 16-, 32- and 64-QAM are the most
commonly used QAM modulation formats in optical communication systems. Figure 2.11
shows constellation diagrams for some of these modulation formats.
In order to maximize capacity in an optical link [40], one needs to operate at a particu-
lar spectral efficiency allowed by the available OSNR in the optical channel. The spectral
efficiency of a modulation format is defined as log2(M), where M is the number of pos-
sible symbols in a modulation format. For example, 64-QAM has a spectral efficiency of
6. PAM and QAM signals can only allow for integer spectral efficiencies, which is not
optimum in many cases. Therefore, some optical communication systems use time-domain
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Figure 2.12: Probabilistically shaped 64-QAM constellation with various Boltzmann prob-
ability distributions [89]
hybrid modulation formats (TD-HMF) to achieve non-integer spectral efficiency by time
interleaving two or more types of modulation format. While individual time periods have
integer spectral efficiency, the average efficiency can be non-integer.
The achievable granularity in spectral efficiency of TD-HMFs is restricted by the com-
plexity of the time-interleaving scheme. Beyond a certain interleaving complexity, the as-
sociated DSP becomes expensive and impractical, and alternate schemes are necessary to
achieve maximum capacity in an optical link. Probabilistically shaped constellations pro-
vide an alternate methodology to achieve such granularity [89]. By assigning non-uniform
probabilities to constellation points, one can change the associated entropy and thereby its
spectral efficiency, Fig. 2.12. Probabilistic shaping has been well received by the optical
communication industry due to its relative ease of implementation based on the constant
composition distribution-matching (CCDM) scheme [90]. It was successful demonstrated
in a trans-Atlantic link in 2018 [91], just three years after its introduction.
Higher modulation formats require higher signal powers (or OSNR) to maintain the
same BER in an optical link. Increasing the optical power introduces nonlinear fiber penal-
ties, affecting system performance. In order to minimize these penalties, alternate con-
stellation shapes have been explored in the past that are not based on square lattices like
traditional PAM and QAM. The process of shaping constellation in this manner is known
as geometric shaping. In [92], 16-QAM constellations tolerant to linear/nonlinear phase
noise were demonstrated to improve performance by 1.1 dB over traditional square QAM.
Similarly, in [93], 16 point ring constellations were demonstrated to improve performance
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Figure 2.13: Various geometrically shaped 16QAM constellations [93]
by >2 dB by optimally choosing ring radii based on transmission distances, Fig. 2.13.
However, all these geometric shaping schemes are specific to the link and require exten-
sive characterization of the link to achieve optimal performance. Recently there has been
some investigations in joint geometric and probabilistic shaping for optical communication
systems [94]. However, this research is still in its infancy.
2.4.2 Matched Filtering
A matched filter is the complex conjugate of the spectrum of the received signal that re-
sults in the filtered signal achieving maximum SNR [88]. It is commonly applied in the
frequency domain. Matched filtering can suffer in the presence of frequency offsets. How-
ever, in coherent optical links the frequency offset is typically less than 2 GHz and its
impact on matched filtering is minimal.
2.4.3 Chromatic Dispersion Compensation
Chromatic dispersion compensation is an important step in the receiver DSP module. It
compensates for the accumulated dispersion from the transport fiber. CD can be compen-
sated in the time domain or the frequency domain. In the time domain, the filter coefficients
















−1, T is the symbol period, D is the dispersion parameter, z is the transport
distance and λ is the operating wavelength. The required number of taps (−N ≤ k ≤ N )







where b·c is the floor operator.
When compensating for large amounts of CD, it is preferred to compensate for disper-









Overlap-and-save technique is used to implement this filter [96].
2.4.4 Timing Recovery
Timing recovery is a necessary operation in digital communication to obtain best samples
from the received signal. Digital filter and square timing recovery is a common timing
recovery algorithm used in optical communication systems [97]. In this technique, the
signal is first filtered and sampled at integer multiple of the symbol rate. Then the square















where an is the transmitted symbol, g(t) is the convolution of the transmitter pulse shape
and the receive filter, T is the symbol period, ε is an unknown timing error, N is the integer
oversampling factor and ñ(t) is the received noise. Calculating the phase of the spectral
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yields us a timing estimate for a block of L symbols. The oversampling rate needs to be
>2 since the phase needs to be extracted at symbol rate. The value of L determines the
trade-off between the validity of the estimate for the entire block and the effect of noise on
the estimate.
2.4.5 Polarization Demultiplexing
The two polarizations of an optical signal mix as they propagate through the fiber and need
to be separated to extract the message symbols from each polarization effectively. This
process can be viewed as a multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) problem [88] and can
be separated using source separation algorithms. The most common method used in optical
communication systems is the multi-modulus algorithm (MMA) [98]. The output of these
algorithms are given by
xout(k) = h
T
xx · xin + hTxy · yin (2.55)
yout(k) = h
T
yx · xin + hTyy · yin (2.56)
where xin and yin are the received polarizations, ·T is the transpose operator and the filter
h updates as
hxx → hxx + µ(r2 − |xout|2)xoutx∗in (2.57)
hxy → hxy + µ(r2 − |xout|2)xouty∗in (2.58)
hyx → hyx + µ(r2 − |yout|2)youtx∗in (2.59)
hyy → hyy + µ(r2 − |yout|2)youty∗in (2.60)
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where µ is the step size and bold-face represents vectors. r2 varies with the modulation
format and is given by r2 = E(a4)/E(a2), where a are the symbols of the modulation
formats being used and E is the expectation. If the modulation format employed is QPSK/4-
QAM, r2 = 1 and the algorithm is called constant modulus algorithm (CMA) [99]
A major limitation of the MMA algorithm is that the output can converge to the same
solution for both signals. Many modifications have been proposed to the MMA algorithm
to mitigate this drawback which involves constraining the X and Y filters to be orthogonal
to each other [100, 101]. However, the two signals may not always be on orthogonal
polarizations due to imperfection in optical components.
Blind source separation (BSS) based polarization demultiplexing algorithms have also
been demonstrated in optical communication systems [102]. Their primary benefits include
avoiding the singularity issue and better performance for higher order modulation formats.
Additionally, BSS algorithms don’t require signals to be on orthogonal channels. Indepen-
dent component analysis (ICA), a type of BSS algorithm, has been demonstrated to achieve
similar performance to CMA for QPSK [103] in optical communication systems without
any convergence to a singularity. The method was easily extended to different modulation
formats by changing the matching distribution. Its computational complexity is comparable
to CMA requiring two phase extraction and eight more multiplications, and the algorithm
converges faster than CMA [104]. The ICA update equations are given by
Bk+1 = NkBk (2.61)








(ejφ2x∗out − e−jφ1y∗out)− µx∗outyout (2.64)
N2,2 = 1 + µ(1− |yout|2) (2.65)
where Bk is a 2x2 inversion matrix, and a and σ are constants describing the matching
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normal distribution.
2.4.6 Frequency Offset Correction
After polarization demultiplexing, the frequency offset between the transmitter laser and
the local oscillator laser is eliminated by estimating the frequency difference and then dig-
itally removing it using complex phase multiplications. The frequency offset is estimated
by finding the peak in the fourier transform of the fourth power of the optical signal [105].
2.4.7 Carrier Phase Recovery
Carrier phase recovery (CPR) algorithms compensate for random phase fluctuation aris-
ing from the realities of an optical laser. Both the transmitter laser and the local oscillator
contribute to these fluctuations. An adaptive single-tap decision directed phase recovery
algorithm is generally employed in optical communication systems to compensate for dis-
tortions introduced by carrier phase. The filter updates are given by [106]
wi = wi−1 + µxi(di − wi−1xi) (2.66)
where di is the closest constellation point to wi−1xi. di is also known as the decision.
Decision errors can result in large phase updates and it is usually recommended to not apply
phase corrections to individual symbols if the applied phase offset results in a different
decision output.
2.4.8 Channel Equalization
At the last stage of demodulation, an adaptive equalizer is employed in optical communi-
cation systems to compensate for any residual impairments that were not compensated by
earlier demodulation algorithms. The most common algorithm employed at this stage is
the decision directed complex least mean square (LMS) algorithm [107]. The output of the
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where bold-face represents vectors and the filter weights w update according to
wk+1 = wk + 2µ(dk − yk)x∗k (2.68)
2.4.9 Miscellaneous
Optical receivers deployed in long haul optical links also include methods to compensate
for nonlinear fiber impairments such digital backpropagation (DBP) [108], volterra equal-
izers [109], maximum a priori (MAP) detection [110], etc. These techniques have high
computational complexities and are usually justified only for long haul links. Additionally,
optical receivers also employ FEC codes of various types to achieve maximum capacity in
the optical channel. We will not be discussing these technologies here. Interested reader
can find more information in [87, 111].
2.5 Transmitter and Dispersion Eye Closure Quaternary
With the exponential growth of fiber optic communication systems in the modern era, there
have been significant efforts to standardize methodologies and definitions that describe
the working of an optical communication system. Fiber-optic network deployers typically
assume that the transmitter, channel and receiver are produced by different vendors. There-
fore, in order to ensure interoperability, the main components in a link are individually
specified such that even in the worst-case scenario, the system achieves the required BER
threshold. One such specification used to qualify PAM-4 optical transmitters is called
transmitter and dispersion eye closure quaternary or TDECQ [112].
TDECQ employs an iterative process to qualify optical transmitters, Fig. 2.14. First,
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Figure 2.14: Block diagram demonstrating how TDECQ penalty is assessed after receiving
a signal from a PAM-4 transmitter. The optimization algorithm consists of two iterative
processes. The first process (marked in red) computes the best FFE filters to minimize the
SER for a given noise. The second process (marked in green) increases the noise variance
to achieve the target SER of 4.8× 10−4
the noise of the optical receiver is measured in order to ensure that the characteristics of
the receiver are backed out when assessing the performance of the transmitter. This noise
is denoted by σs. Then, an SSPRQ pattern is loaded onto the transmitter and received by
the optical receiver. SSPRQ stands for short stress pseudo-random quaternary [113]. The
pattern is derived from a PRBS-31 pattern and is 65,535 symbols long.
After one full pattern is obtained at the receiver, the signal goes through a fourth order
Bessel filter whose bandwidth is half the symbol rate. Timing recovery is performed on
the filtered signal to resample the signal and obtain best samples. These samples are then
passed through a 5-tap T-spaced feed forward equalizer (FFE) to obtain the best symbol
error rate (SER) [88]. The sum of all equalizer weights needs to be 1 and the tap with
the maximum weight should occur within the first three filter weights. Additionally, the tap
with the maximum weight should be at least 0.8 in magnitude. By using a receiver equalizer
in the measurement process, TDECQ attempts to create a more realistic performance metric
since receiver filters are now commonplace in optical communication systems.
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Figure 2.15: Parts of the SSPRQ pattern used to measure the OMA. P0 and P3 are the
average amplitude levels of amplitude 0 and 3 [114]
The output of the equalizer is also used to calculate the signal’s OMA (also known as
OMAouter) which will be used later to compute the TDECQ. In order to compute the OMA,
7 consecutive occurrences of 3s and 6 consecutive occurrences of 0s are identified in the
captured pattern. Note that in a PAM-4 signal, the highest and lowest symbol levels are
assigned values of 3 and 0, respectively. Unlike, coherent systems where 4 level formats
have their amplitude levels denoted by ±3 and ±1, direct detect links denote them by 0, 1,
2, and 3, since it is not possible to obtain the phase of the signal through direct detection.
OMA is a measure of the amplitude difference in the highest signal amplitude and the
lowest signal amplitude. In the presence of noise and distortions, it is not possible to
uniquely identify an OMA owing to variations in the amplitude levels from these effects.
Therefore, for measuring TDECQ, the OMA is defined as the difference in the average
amplitude levels of the two central symbols in these consecutive occurrences, Fig. 2.15.
After equalization, the signal is interpolated and an eye-diagram is created, Fig. 2.16.
The eye diagram is centered using the average received optical power and the average eye
crossing times, denoted by 0 and 1 in Fig. 2.16, are obtained. Two vertical histograms
are then generated from the eye-diagram, which are centered around 0.45 unit interval (UI)
and 0.55 UI. One UI denotes one symbol period. Each histogram window is 0.04 UI long.
The vertical histograms are used to measure two SERs, SERL and SERR, one for each
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Figure 2.16: PAM-4 eye-diagram showing various components involved when creating
eye-diagrams for measuring TDECQ. Thresholds for various symbols, left and right his-
togram and eye crossing times are shown [114]
histogram. The higher of the two SERs is determined as the SER of the transmitter. Then
numerical noise of increasing variance is added to the system and the process of estimating
the SER and changing the filter weights is continued till the transmitter SER is 4.8× 10−4.
The variance of the added numerical noise used to obtain this SER is denoted as σG. Finally,
the TDECQ is calculated using










s and Qt = 3.414.
TDECQ is the difference in the variance of the amount of noise that needs to be added
to an ideal PAM-4 signal and the received PAM-4 signal. For fair comparison, the virtual
transmitter that outputs the ideal PAM-4 signal and the ’transmitter under test’ need to
have the same OMAouter. Equation 2.69 is derived using this constraint [112]. Note that the
ideal PAM-4 signal will always tolerate more noise than the received PAM-4 signal, and
therefore, TDECQ will always be a positive number. It is measured in dB. Since TDECQ
uses a virtual receiver, the golden receiver used for comparison is standardized and TDECQ
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demonstrates higher repeatability.
By exhaustively searching for optimal filter coefficients in an iterative fashion, TDECQ
provides us with a rigorous and accurate methodology for qualifying the performance of
optical transmitters. However, this iterative approach is time consuming and severely slows
down the manufacturing and testing process.
2.6 Machine Learning
The field of ML dates back to the early 1940s when simple linear models motivated from
a neuroscientific perspective were designed to take n inputs x1, x2, · · · , xn and associate
them with an output y. These models would use weights w1, w2, · · · , wn and compute their
output f(x,w) =
∑n
i=1wixi. In fact, in 1943, the McCulloch-Pitts neuron was an early
neuron model that could differentiate between two categories of inputs based on whether
f(x,w) was positive or negative [115]. However, the weights w had to be set by a human
operator. In the 1950s, the perceptron became the first model that could learn the weights
on its own based on examples of input-output pairs. Around the same time, adaptive linear
element (ADALINE), was also demonstrated to predict real numbers from data [116]. Per-
ceptron and ADALINE were linear models and could not learn popular nonlinear functions
such as the XOR. This limitation rendered these techniques unpopular and temporarily
diminished the interest in neural networks (NN)/ML [117].
Interest in ML revived in the 1980s due to a movement called connectionism or parallel
distributed processing [118]. Connectionism started in the field of cognitive science where
researchers were trying to understand the working of the human brain by combining multi-
ple different levels of analysis. Connectionism attempts to achieve intelligent behavior by
connecting a large number of simple computational units. In modern ML, it forms the basis
of hidden units. Backpropagation, a commonly used technique to train NNs, was also suc-
cessfully demonstrated around the same time along with many other advances in ML [119].
However, the computational costs associated with these algorithms severely hindered the
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growth of ML in the 20th century.
In 2006, Geoffrey Hinton demonstrated an efficient method to train an NN called the
deep belief network using a strategy known as the greedy layer-wise pretraining [120].
Soon after, the Canadian Institute for Advanced Research (CIFAR) demonstrated that the
technique could be generalized for any type of NN and systematically improved the gen-
eralization on test examples [121]. This training method, along with the advent of fast
central processing units (CPUs) and general-purpose graphic processing units (GPU), and
availability of large data sets (the age of Big Data) revolutionized the field of ML making
it a practical tool for various applications. In recent years, ML has impacted many fields
including speech recognition, image processing, autonomous vehicles etc.
2.6.1 Machine Learning Basics
Definition
An ML algorithm attempts to create a model to perform a certain task by using examples
(also known as the training data) that follows the relations of the task [6]. The formal
definition of ML was coined by Tom Mitchell in 1997 [122] and is described as “A com-
puter program is said to learn from experience E with respect to some class of tasks T
and performance measure P , if its performance at tasks in T , as measured by P , improves
with experience E”. A task T can be classification, regression, anomaly detection etc. The
performance P can be the classification or regression accuracy. The experience E is the
information gained by the algorithm as it traverses through the training data.
Types of machine learning methods
ML methods are often divided into three categories - supervised learning, unsupervised
learning and reinforcement learning. In supervised learning, the objective is to find a pre-
dictive mapping from an input to an output using a set of labeled input-output pairs. These
labels can be categorical or real-valued scalars for classification and regression, respec-
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tively. It is the most widely used ML category. In unsupervised learning, the task is to
identify a meaningful structure in a given set of data. By definition, the data has only one
label or it can be said that there are no labels. Unsupervised learning is mainly used for data
visualization, exploratory data analysis, anomaly detection and feature learning. In some
cases, unsupervised learning methods can be used in a supervised learning framework to
supply transformed versions of the input for improved supervised learning performance.
Reinforcement learning is the process of learning, through trial and error, how to interact
in a dynamic environment to achieve the most reward [123]. Here, we primarily focus on
supervised and unsupervised learning algorithms.
Generalization
The basic requirement of an ML algorithm is to perform well on both observed and un-
observed data. The ability of a model to predict unobserved data well is known as gener-
alization. In order to understand generalization, we must first understand complexity and
capacity. Complexity is used to denote the sophistication between the input and the output,
while capacity is defined as the ability of a model to approximate data relationships well. In
general, these concepts are not strictly defined but there have been significant efforts to do
so mathematically. One such example is the Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC) dimensions that
attempt to quantify the model complexity for binary classifiers [124]. Qualitatively, the data
complexity can be interpreted as the number of dimensions over which useful relationships
can be found between the input and the output.
For an ML algorithm to generalize well, the complexity and the capacity need to be
similar. If the capacity is greater than the complexity, the model will overfit and learn pat-
terns in the noise or idiosyncrasies of the training data, Fig. 2.17. If the complexity is
greater than the capacity, the model will underfit and not learn the underlying relationships
between the input and the output. Underfitting results in high training error and can be
easily rectified during the training process. Overfitting, however, results in high training
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Figure 2.17: Samples generated from a quadratic function fit using ML models of varying
capacity. (left) underfitting, (center) appropriate capacity, and (right) overfitting [6]
accuracy and cannot be detected during the training process. Therefore, a second set of
data, known as the test data, is usually employed to ensure there is no overfitting. Test-
ing data is never used by the algorithm in its learning process and testing error is usually
representative of the model’s ability to generalize. A good ML model will have the least
training error and the least difference between the training error and the testing error, Fig.
2.18. The difference between the training and testing error is known as the generalization
gap. A common practice is to split the data 80%-20% for training and testing, respectively.
Regularization
In general, the complexity of the training data may not be known to us. Therefore, we would
like to use the highest capacity possible when developing the model. However, this makes
the model prone to overfitting. In order to prevent overfitting, a penalty is usually added
to the cost function that scales the capacity of the model if and only if there is positive
gain in the accuracy of the model. This process is known as regularization. Formally,
regularization is any modification we make to the learning algorithm that is intended to
reduce the generalization error but not its training error [6].
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Figure 2.18: Typical relationship between error and capacity. Testing error is representative
of generalization error. Underfitting and overfitting regimes are shown to the left and right
of optimal capacity [6]
Hyperparameters and Validation Set
Most ML algorithms have hyperparameters associated with them. They are parameters
that control the algorithm’s behavior and are not learned by the algorithm. In some cases,
a parameter becomes a hyperparameter because the underlying optimization required to
learn the parameter is complex and computationally expensive. However, in most cases,
a parameter is chosen to be a hyperparameter because it controls the model complexity
and learning the parameter will always result in overfitting. Regularization parameters are
usually hyperparameters.
Training data cannot be used to choose the hyperparameters because training accuracy
does not represent the model’s ability to generalize. Testing data cannot be used for iden-
tifying hyperparameters since we need it to test the complete model which includes the
hyperparameters. Therefore, a third set of data, known as validation data, is used for this
process. Validation data is obtained by further splitting the training data, usually at 80%-
20% with 80% for training and 20% for validating. By ensuring that the validation data is
not used for training, it can be used to identify hyperparameters that avoid overfitting.
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Cross Validation
Dividing the data set into training and testing sets can results in the testing set being small.
A small set implies statistical uncertainties, making it difficult to obtain a good ML model.
In order to avoid this, cross-validation is performed when generating an ML model. In a k-
cross validation, the data is divided into k non-overlapping sets of approximately the same
size. For every trial i, the ith subset is used for testing and the remaining data is used for
training. After all training trials, the testing error is calculated as the average of all testing
errors across all trials.
Bias-Variance Trade-off
Since the training data used to create an ML model has an associated statistics, the model it-
self will have an associated statistics. Therefore, foundational concepts of point estimation
(bias and variance from the field of statistics) can be used to describe certain characteristics
of an ML model. These characteristics include underfitting and overfitting.
Point estimation is the attempt to give the single best prediction of some quantity of
interest from available data points [6]. A point estimate is a function of the data itself and
is given by
θ̂n = g(x1, x2, · · · , xn) (2.70)
where θ̂n is the point estimate and x1, x2, · · · , xn are the data points. One can define the
bias of an estimator as
bias(θ̂n) = E(θ̂n)− θ (2.71)
where θ is a quantity of interest. If the bias is 0, the estimator is said to be unbiased. If
limn→∞ bias(θ̂n) = 0, the estimator is said to be asymptotically unbiased.
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Another property of an estimator is its variance, which is given by
Var(θ̂) (2.72)
where the random variable is the training set itself and ‘Var’ is the variance. The variance
of an estimator is a measure of how we would expect the estimate θ̂n to change as the data
x1, x2, · · · , xn changes.
Let us assume a function f that associates the observed output Y to an input X . Then,
Y = f(X) + e (2.73)
where e is the measurement error that is independent of Y . Let us assume that f̂ is the
model that an ML algorithm learned for this input-output pair. Then the mean square error































where the expectation is taken over all training data X . The first term in Eqn. 2.77 is the
bias of the ML model which is the difference in the expected prediction of the model and
the correct value which it is trying to predict. The second term is the variability of the
model for various training data. The third term is the irreducible error that rises from the
measurement itself.
The bias and variance of an ML model is related to its capacity, Fig. 2.19. Increasing
the capacity increases the variance error and decreases the bias error. Similarly, decreasing
the capacity increases the bias error and decreases the variance error. Optimal capacity of
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Figure 2.19: Relation between the capacity of an ML model and its bias and variance.
Optimum capacity occurs when the total error, the sum of bias error and variance error, is
the least [6]
an ML model is where the sum of these error (total error or generalization error) is the least.
2.6.2 Supervised Learning
Supervised learning techniques use labeled input-output data to create an ML model. The
model can be used for classification or regression. Some common supervised learning
techniques are described below.
Support Vector Machines
Support vector machines (SVM) are one of the most influential approaches in supervised
learning that is widely used to separate two types of data [125]. It is driven by the linear
function y(x) = xTw, where y is the observed output, x is the input and w is the transfor-
mation we are trying to estimate. For simple linear regression, the minimum MSE (MMSE)
estimate is given by ŵ = XT (XXT )−1y, whereX = (xT1 , x
T
2 , · · · , xTn ) are the input obser-
vations and y = (y1, y2, · · · , yn)T are the corresponding output observations. For simple
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Figure 2.20: (a) Data from two classes that are not linearly separable. (b) Data transformed
to a higher dimension using nonlinear transformation that can be separated using a hyper-
plane. (c) SVM showing classification between two types of data. Support vectors and
margins are labeled
classification, one can use the sign of y(x): y(x) > 0 for one class and y(x) < 0 for another
class. Here, y(x) = 0 would define the hyperplane separating the two classes [126].
However, linear functions are insufficient to model complex relations as the function is
linear in both w and x. Therefore, to enhance the flexibility of the model, linear combina-
tions of nonlinear functions of the input are used. These are given by y =
∑
j wjφj(x),
where φj(x) are the basis functions [126]. Using basis functions, one can transform the data
to a higher dimension (possibly infinite) where the data can be linearly regressed or linearly
separated based on the application, Fig. 2.20(a)-(b). Note that the relationship is still linear
in w and therefore the use basis functions does not change the solution methodology.
Calculating the basis functions, however, significantly increases the computational costs
based on the number of dimension the transformation introduces. SVMs circumvent this
issue using a clever technique known as the ‘kernel trick’ [126]. The trick consists of ob-
serving that many ML algorithms, including SVMs, can be written exclusively in terms of
dot products between inputs. By replacing the dot products with kernel evaluations, one
can achieve the required nonlinearities without transforming individual inputs separately.
The most commonly used kernel evaluation is the Gaussian kernel given by







where x1 and x2 are the two input samples and σ is a scaling parameter. The Gaussian
kernel is also known as the radial basis function (RBF). RBF corresponds to a dot product
in infinite dimensions [6].
A major drawback of kernel machines is that the cost of evaluating the decisions scales
with the size of the training set. In order to mitigate this, SVMs use a small subset of
training samples that lie close to separating hyperplane to make its decisions. This subset
of training samples are known as the support vectors, Fig. 2.20(c). Additionally, the hy-
perplane is chosen such that there is maximum separation between the support vectors and
the hyperplane. The separation is known as the margin, Fig. 2.20(c). SVMs also use slack
variables to accommodate for outliers in the training samples. A parameter, box constraint,
usually controls the trade-off between slack and performance in the optimization algorithm.
SVMs typically incur large computational costs with large training data set and strug-
gle to generalize well when using generic kernels [127]. NNs have been demonstrated to
overcome these limitations and outperform RBF based SVM, especially on the MNIST
benchmark [120].
Feed Forward Neural Networks
The purpose of a feed forward NN is to approximate functions. They are also known
as deep NN (DNN) or multi-layer perceptron (MLP). They are called feed forward NN
because the information flows in one direction, from the input to the output through some
intermediate calculations. NNs are called networks because they are composed of a series
of functions associated by a directed graph, Fig. 2.21. Each set of functions is called a
layer and the number of layers used in an NN is called the depth of the NN. The first layer
in an NN is the input layer. This is followed by multiple hidden layers and the final layer is
called the output layer. The term ’deep learning’ refers to NNs with multiple hidden layers.
Each node in the hidden or output layer is a non-linear transformation of its input. The
nonlinear transformations are also called activations. Common activation functions include
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Figure 2.21: A feed forward NN with two hidden layers. Each node in the hidden or output
layer performs a nonlinear transformation. They are also called activations. Inputs of every
activation is a weighted multiplication of all the outputs of the previous layer
soft-max, sigmoid, rectified linear unit (ReLU) etc. [127]. These activations along with the
network architecture makes NNs a well-performing arbitrary function approximator. NNs
typically use cross-entropy loss function and back-propagation for optimizing the weights
and biases of the network [6]. Popular training algorithms include the stochastic gradient
descent and adaptive moment (Adam) estimation.
Many techniques are commonly employed in NNs to improve its generalization error.
These include L1 or L2 regularization to limit the size of the model parameters, ‘data aug-
mentation’ where artificially data is created for training purposes, ‘early stopping’ where
training is prematurely stopped when the generalization gap during training diverges, and
‘dropouts’ where certain nodes in the NN are randomly removed during training.
An aspect of all ML algorithms that separate it from other optimization algorithms
is that the objective function usually decomposes as a sum over the training samples. If
the training data set is large, this summation can be computationally expensive. In order
to avoid this, NNs usually divide the training set into smaller segments and calculate the
gradient over all segments individually. Each segment is called a minibatch. The size
of the minibatch optimizes the trade-off between computational complexity and statistical
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significance. Typical minibatch sizes range from 32 to 256.
NNs are extensively used for binary and multi-class classification and regression.
Convolutional Neural Networks
Convolutional neural networks (CNN) are a special kind of NN that specialize in pro-
cessing data with grid-like topology [128]. These include one-dimensional data such as
time-series signals or two-dimensional data such as images. They are widely used in image
classification, medical image analysis and natural language processing.
A CNN consists of an input layer, one or many feature extraction layers (FEL), one
or many hidden layers, and an output layer. FELs attempt to enhances features and re-
duce input size so that the hidden layers are computationally feasible, Fig. 2.22. Each
FEL consists of a convolutional layer, a nonlinear transformation and a pooling layer. A
convolutional layer convolves the input with multiple kernels (analogous to filters in DSP)
to enhance various features in the input. For an image, such features can include edges,
shapes, contours etc. The kernel sizes are typically chosen to be smaller than the image
size to identify local features. They can also be associated with a certain stride to space
the convolutions. The output of the convolutional layer is then passed through a nonlinear
transformation to detect these enhanced features. A commonly used transformation is the
ReLU. Finally, the pooling layer attempts to summarize the detected features. Common
pooling techniques include max-pooling which chooses the maximum value within a small
window, and average-pooling which averages all the values in that window. Pooling layers
are also associated with strides that reduce the input size.
The output of a FEL can be passed to another FEL to further enhance features or to
fully connected hidden layers, Fig. 2.21, to process these features and generate meaningful
outputs. The number of convolutional kernels (or filters), the size of the convolutional
kernels and the pooling windows, and the strides of the convolutional layers and pooling
layers are all hyperparameters that are chosen by the user heuristically.
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Figure 2.22: Transformation of input data as it passes through various stages of an FEL in a
CNN. The input can have any number of dimensions. In this example, it has two dimensions
like a grayscale image. The convolutional layer convolves the input with various kernels
(or filters) to produce multiple outputs of the same dimensions as its input. The nonlinear
transformation does not change the size of its input. The pooling layer reduces the size of
its input depending on the employed stride. If the number of kernels in the convolutional
layer and the stride of the pooling layer are properly chosen, the total size of the output will
be smaller than the input. Additionally, the output will consist of enhanced features from
the input
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Long Short Term Memory
Traditional feed forward NNs do not have internal memory and therefore produce limited
performance when modeling systems with temporal features. Recurrent neural networks
(RNNs) are a special type of NN that loop back their previous outputs and use it along
with their new inputs to generate their new outputs [129]. While they perform better than
traditional NNs due to their architecture, training RNNs can be challenging due to the
vanishing or blowing up gradient problem during the backpropagation through time process
[130]. Such limitations render RNNs incapable of modeling long term temporal relations.
Long short term memory (LSTM) was created to better model long term temporal rela-
tions in NNs [131]. They employ LSTM cells, Fig. 2.23, that consists of three ‘gates’ and
two ‘states’ in order to control the temporal flow of information. The first gate is the forget
gate. It decides what old information is still relevant and updates the cell state appropri-
ately. The second gate is the input gate. It determines what information in the current input
is relevant and updates the cell state accordingly. The final gate, the output gate, takes the
current cell state, the previous hidden state and the input to generate the current hidden state
and the current output. LSTMs are widely used in speech and handwriting recognition.
2.6.3 Unsupervised Learning
Unlike supervised learning, unsupervised learning algorithms do not employ data with dis-
tinct labels. They are typically used for anomaly detection, feature learning and dimen-
sionality reduction. Some common unsupervised learning algorithms are described below.
One-Class Support Vector Machines
One-class SVM is a special type of SVM that is commonly used to identify structure within
data [132]. Unlike a two-class SVM that creates a hyperplane that separates the two types
of data, one-class SVM attempts to create the smallest hypersphere that contains all the
training data, Fig. 2.24. Features of two-class SVM such as support vectors and slack
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Figure 2.23: An LSTM cell. ci is the cell state and hi is the hidden state. Circle intersections
represent addition and diamond intersection represent multiplication. Orange circles are
sigmoid nonlinearity and blue circles are hyperbolic tangent nonlinearity. The forget gate,
input gate and output gate are marked in blue, green and red dashed boxes, respectively.
The input to the cell, xi, is added with the previous hidden state, hi−1, and passed to the
forget gate, the input gate and the output gate. The previous cell state, ci−1, is updated by
the forget gate and the input gate with relevant old information and new current information,
respectively. The updated cell state, ci, along with the previous hidden state, hi−1, and the
current input, xi, is used to generate the new hidden state, hi, and the output, yi
variables are also common to one-class SVM. The slack parameter ν (equivalent to the
box constraint in two-class SVM), is used to optimize the trade-off between overfitting and
generalization and defines the maximum fraction of the training data that can be potentially
considered as outliers during the training process.
Figure 2.24: One-class SVM trained with ν = (a) 0.01, (b) 0.1 and (c) 0.5. As ν increases,
the size of the hypersphere decreases such that it contains at least (1-ν) fraction of training
data points. ν controls the trade-off between overfitting and generalization
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Figure 2.25: A simple autoencoder with one hidden layer. The autoencoder if said to be
overcomplete if m > n and undercomplete if m < n
Autoencoders
Autoencoders are a special type of NNs in which the desired output of the network is the
input itself [133]. They are widely used for dimensionality reduction and feature learning.
They can be viewed as nonlinear generalization of principal component analysis (PCA),
a technique that converts a set of observations into linearly uncorrelated variables called
principal components [134].
An autoencoder typically consists of an input layer, a hidden layer and an output layer,
Fig. 2.25. The first half of the autoencoder is called the encoder and the second half is called
the decoder. The output of the hidden layer is called the code and the size of the hidden
layer is called the code size. Code size is typically chosen by the user. If the code size
is greater than the input, the autoencoder is said to be overcomplete and the codes exhibit
redundancies which can be used to identify shift invariant features. We will not discuss
overcomplete autoencoders here. If the code size is smaller than the input, the encoder
compresses the input by extracting useful features from the data that largely represents the
data. These codes can be used for anomaly detection.
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CHAPTER 3
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT ENOB REQUIREMENTS
FOR HIGH SPEED OPTICAL LINKS
Electronic converters have become essential elements of most modern optical communi-
cation systems, both coherent and direct detect. Their advent has allowed for the use of
sophisticated DSP techniques to achieve high data rates and spectral efficiencies. Elec-
tronic converters have also enabled elastic networks, where transmitters and receivers are
equipped with adaptive algorithms, adding flexibility to the network and ensuring that the
network is optimally utilized [135]. Link capacities continue to approach the Shannon
limit using higher order modulation formats with advanced DSP [136, 137]. However, the
current tendency to achieve faster data rates through a combination of higher symbol rates
and higher modulation formats may not be sustainable with the growth in the performance
of electronics, and ECs may introduce significant implementation penalties in such optical
links [138].
There has been some preliminary research in understanding the effects of ECs on optical
communication systems. Experimental investigation on the effects of ADCs on 1 GBaud
optical signals employing 16QAM, 64QAM and 256QAM demonstrated that these formats
require an ENoB of 3.8, 4.9 and 6.9 bits respectively to incur<2 dB OSNR penalties [139].
However, such data rates were too slow to be deployed in an optical system making the
study not comprehensive. The effects of DACs on systems employing pre-emphasis filters
were investigated in [140]. However, the study assumed all impairments arising from the
DAC to be frequency independent grossly underestimating its effects on optical signals.
The use of a frequency dependent ENoB in link analysis is hindered by the availability
of computationally efficient models that can be incorporated in optical simulation envi-
ronments. In this chapter, we develop novel and computationally efficient DAC and ADC
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Figure 3.1: ”Nominal ENOB measured on a differential signal combined by a 50 GHz
Balun Hyperlabs HL9405 with a sample rate of 64 GSa/s, internal clock and 500 mV
amplitude at different bandwidths.” [141]
models that accurately simulate real ECs that are deployed in optical communication sys-
tems. We then use these models to estimate the associated implementation penalties when
employing high baud rates and higher modulation formats.
3.1 Theory
Ideally, an EC employing an N bit hardware architecture will have a resolution of 2N
uniform levels. However, all ECs introduce noise and distortion to the signal reducing the
amplitude resolution of the conversion (from analog to digital or vice versa). This effective
resolution is known as the ENoB. For example, a modern DAC with sampling rates >64
GSa/s typical exhibits an average ENoB of 5 bits over all operational frequencies even
though its hardware architecture is 8 bits.
The relation between ENoB and SINAD was described in Eqn. 2.43. However, this
common result cannot be used in understanding the effects of ECs in optical communica-
tion systems as fiber links employ wideband devices and ENoB in such devices tend to ex-
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hibit a frequency dependent behavior, Fig. 3.1 [141]. In order to understand this frequency
dependence, we identified four major impairments that contribute to ENoB degradation in
ECs. They are
1. Noise - Resulting from circuit thermal noise and modeled as additive white gaussian
noise (AWGN).
2. Quantization - Resulting from the finite resolution levels of the EC. If the signal being
converted is essentially random and the resolution levels are uniformly spaced, the
effects of quantization can be assumed to be white and uniformly distributed. It is
popularly known as ”quantization noise” for this reason. Real ECs, however, exhibit
non-uniform resolution levels that give rise to differential nonlinearity (DNL) and
integral nonlinearity (INL) [142]. The difference between two consecutive resolution
levels (also known as the step width) for an ideal EC is 1 least significant bit (LSB).
A DNL error is the difference between the actual step width and the ideal step width.
It is defined for every bit transition. The INL error of a resolution level is the sum of
all the DNL error up to that resolution level. Note that it is possible to have zero INL
error at a resolution level for non-zero DNL errors. DNL errors are assumed to be
white and uniformly distributed [143]. Typically, EC vendors specify the maximum
DNL and INL for their products.
3. Timing/sampling jitter - Every EC has a built-in clock that is used to convert the sig-
nal from the analog/digital domain to digital/analog domain. The precise sampling
instant varies due to imperfections of the clock, its distribution and all circuitry as-
sociated with handling the input analog signal, the clock and its various phases, and
the process of sampling. These impairments give rise to timing jitter which adds
distortions to the signal.
4. Bandwidth limitations - Resulting from the limited operational bandwidth of associ-
ated circuitry and packaging.
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Noise and quantization are presumed frequency independent, while timing jitter and
bandwidth are frequency dependent. By studying each of these impairments in a DAC,
we developed Eqn. 3.1 to capture the frequency dependent ENoB exhibited by wideband
DACs (See APPENDIX A for a detailed derivation). The expression is developed assuming
that a sinusoidal waveform of frequency f is being converted and ENoB is evaluated using






















Three metrics define ENoB(f): ENoBDC , the root mean square (RMS) timing jit-
ter (σtj), and the net frequency response, H(f). The measurement bandwidth, fB [144],
defines the frequency range over which the ENoB is measured. Depending on the chosen
bandwidth, certain harmonics and noise may not be included when measuring the SINAD
and this can increase the ENoB. It is typically set to half the sampling rate of the device.
Figure 3.2 depicts ENoB(f) for various ENoBDC , Fig. 3.2(a), timing jitter, Fig. 3.2(b),
and bandwidth, Fig. 3.2(c). When not varied, the fixed parameters are ENoBDC = 6, σtj =
600 fs, fB = 32 GHz and H(f) modeled as a fifth order Gaussian filter with bandwidth =
20 GHz.
ENoBDC represents the hardware bit architecture reduced by the effects of circuit ther-
mal noise, DNL and INL. Since all these distortions add white noise and are frequency
independent, their effects can be combined into an effective parameter. The effects of noise
is typically >1 LSB and the effects of DNL and INL are typically <0.5 LSB [74].
The second term on the RHS of Eqn. 3.1 describes the impact of timing jitter on a
sinusoid of frequency f . It depends on the operating frequency f , the ENoBDC and the
RMS timing jitter (σtj). This term is always <0 and therefore timing jitter always degrades
the ENoB. The impact of timing jitter increases as the operating frequency increases, Fig.
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Figure 3.2: Variation of ENoB with frequency for different (a) ENoBDC (b) RMS timing
jitter (σtj) (c) bandwidth. The frequency response is modeled as a fifth order Gaussian
filter. When not varied, the parameters are fixed to ENoBDC = 6, σtj = 600 fs, fB = 32
GHz and fifth order Gaussian filter bandwidth = 20 GHz
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3.2(b). The distortions added due to timing jitter is a random process with no memory.
The third term on the RHS of Eqn. 3.1, log2 |H(f)| accounts for bandwidth limitations.
Limited bandwidth reduces the power of the desired signal, thus reducing the SINAD and
ENoB(f), Fig. 3.2(c). H(f) is the normalized frequency response with |H(f)| ≤ 1, and
just like timing jitter, exclusively reduces the ENoB.
The final term in Eqn. 3.1 is known as the processing gain [145]. The limited band-
width of a DAC suppresses noise and distortions in the generated signal in its high fre-
quency regime. The reduction in noise and distortion power increases the SINAD, which
in turn increases the ENoB of the device. In essence, processing gain accounts for the col-
oration of thermal and quantization noise caused by the DAC’s frequency response. For a
given frequency response, H(f), and measurement bandwidth, fB, the processing gain is
a constant. The effects of processing gain are evident in Fig. 3.2(a)-(b) where it increases
the ENoB at low frequencies by∼0.5 bits more than ENoBDC , and in Fig. 3.2(c), where it
improves the ENoB at low frequencies for lower bandwidth devices as noise and distortions
in higher frequencies are suppressed by bandwidth limitations.
Since ADCs and DACs perform essentially the same operation in opposite orders, the











+ log2 |H(f)| (3.2)
There is no processing gain in ADCs as the incoming signal is filtered before it is affected
by ADC distortions, especially quantization.
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Figure 3.3: (a) Block diagram representing the primary operations of a DAC. Blue ar-
rows represent digital signals and red arrows represent analog signals. Green dashed box
represents the DAC hardware. Sampling and quantization requires the DACs operation
parameters to pre-process the signal before loading into the DAC memory. Timing jitter
is added in the sample-and-hold operation in a real DAC. (b) Block diagram of the model
presented in this paper. Quantization includes hardware bit architecture limited quantiza-
tion and noise. Timing jitter is added separately to make the model efficient. Similarity
between the two block diagrams is representative of the accuracy of the model
3.2 DAC Model
3.2.1 Model Description
Figure 3.3(a) shows a simplified block diagram of a DAC. We presume a digital preprocess-
ing unit, such as an ASIC, has created a digitized version of the desired analog waveform.
Prior to latching into the DAC, the sampling rate of this digital signal must match that of
the DAC. Furthermore, the number of bits of the digital signal is presumed to be equal
to the DAC hardware architecture. The parameters of these operations (sampling rate and
hardware bit architecture) are therefore dictated by the DAC and we include sampling and
quantization in the model even though these are not performed by a real DAC.
Although Eqn. 3.1 accurately depicts the jitter impairments to ENoB, the optimum se-
rial simulation order is not obvious. We examined the performance of many permutations
of the processes within a DAC and determined an optimum processing order, Fig. 3.3(b).
Some other permutations that were explored include performing quantization before sam-
pling, adding jitter after filtering etc. Throughout our discussion of MATLAB based sim-
ulations, we will use “analog signals” to refer to highly oversampled digital signals as it is
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not possible to implement analog signals in a simulation environment. The oversampling
factor employed here is 64.
The input to the model is the ideal desired analog waveform. This signal is first sam-
pled at the DAC sampling rate. The sampled digital signal is then quantized based on the
resolution of the DAC using ENoBDC . For now, we will analyze uniform resolution lev-
els. In a real digital system with a DAC, quantization is inherent in the digital hardware
and the ENoB is reduced by DAC noise. In our model, we include the effects of thermal
noise by quantizing to amplitude levels dictated by ENoBDC . This is done to minimize
the complexity of the model and reduce the number of independent variables. Note that
the effectiveness of this method relies on the input signal being essentially random (such as
communication signals). If trivial signals (such as constant signals) were passed through
this model, ENoBDC would not be able to account for thermal noise and the model would
require an additional block that would add AWGN noise to the signal on a per sample ba-
sis. However, for the purposes of simulating optical communication systems, this is not
required and we will not discuss such an implementation.
Within the model, the quantized digital signal is converted to an analog signal using
a sample-and-hold operation and timing jitter is added to this signal. Finally, the analog
signal with timing jitter is passed through a low pass filter, characterized by H(f), to yield
the output analog waveform.
In a real DAC, the quantized sample passes through the sample-and-hold operation,
which adds timing jitter to the signal in the time domain. However, simulating this is not
practical. For state-of-the-art DACs employed in optical communication systems, RMS
timing jitter is typically on the order of 100s of femtoseconds (refer to Walden plot [146]),
whereas simulations are performed with a temporal resolution of a few picoseconds. Simu-
lations with jitter added directly in the time domain require commensurately finer temporal
resolution making them computationally expensive and time consuming. We circumvent
this problem by determining an effective amplitude jitter resulting from the specified tim-
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Figure 3.4: (a) For small timing jitters, an equivalent amplitude jitter can be derived using
the derivative of the analog signal. (b) The timing jitter block adds the effects of timing jitter
to the signal by taking the derivative of the input signal, multiplying it with the required
timing jitter and adding it back to the signal
Figure 3.5: Input RMS timing jitter versus measured RMS timing jitter for 4, 8 and 16
GHz sinusoids. RMS jitter (dB) = 10 log10(f.σtj) where f is the sinusoidal frequency and
σtj is the timing jitter. For small sampling jitters, the measured jitter and input jitter were
approximately equal.
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ing jitter. The signal after the sample-and-hold is associated with an ideal clock and the
equivalent amplitude jitter is simply added to this analog signal. If the timing jitter ∆T is
much smaller than its sampling period, an equivalent amplitude jitter ∆X can be calculated





∆X is then added to the analog signal to simulate timing jitter, Fig. 3.4(b). We validated
this procedure by adding specific RMS timing jitter as an equivalent amplitude jitter to si-
nusoids at different frequencies and observing the resulting timing jitter. Over three orders
of magnitude, the input RMS timing jitter and the measured RMS jitter were essentially
identical, Fig. 3.5. Choices of frequency were arbitrary and the results would be consistent
for any choice of sinusoidal frequency.
Figure 3.6(a)-(f) depicts how a signal transforms as it progresses through different
blocks of the model. For this illustration, the input is a 15 GHz sine wave, Fig. 3.6(a).
The digital preprocessing first samples the signal at a DAC sampling rate of 64 GSa/s, Fig.
3.6(b). The sampled signal is then quantized with an ENoBDC of 6.5 bits, Fig. 3.6(c). An
ideal sample-and-hold operation is then performed on the quantized samples, Fig. 3.6(d).
Subsequently, a 600 fs timing jitter, in the form of an equivalent amplitude jitter, is added
to the signal. Note that due to the ideal sample-and- hold operation, the derivative of the
analog signal is zero except at the transitions. Therefore, the equivalent amplitude jitter
is only added at these samples, Fig. 3.6(e). Such an implementation is computationally
efficient since jitter needs to be computed only at transitions. Finally, the signal is low
pass filtered, (5th order Gaussian, 20 GHz bandwidth), Fig. 3.6(f). Note that jitter addition
and low pass filtering are linear operations and switching their order yields the same out-
put. The output amplitude is lower than the input due to the frequency response of the low




































































































































































































































































































































diagrams of three signals: 15 GHz sinusoids, PAM-4 with rectangular pulse shaping and
PAM-2 with raised cosine pulse shaping at a roll-off of 0.1, Fig. 3.6(g)-(i). The effects of
the DAC, especially those of timing jitter and bandwidth limitations are clearly visible.
3.2.2 Model Validation
Exhaustive validations were performed between the simulation model and theory, Eq.3.1,
and consistent results were obtained in all cases. DAC ENoBs were calculated using the
SINAD, estimated from the device’s sinusoidal outputs and Eq. 2.43. More details about
the procedure can be found in [75]. Figure 3.7 shows three examples where ENoBDC =
6.5 bits and the low pass filter was modeled as a 10th order Gaussian with a bandwidth
of 20 GHz. For all investigated cases of timing jitter, there is a close agreement between
theory and our model. Small deviations were observed in cases where the DAC was mostly
quantization limited (low RMS timing jitter). This results from the use of sinusoids which
yield deterministic distortions when quantized, whereas the theory assumed that quantiza-
tion creates additive white noise. However, the effects of such deviations can be ignored
because the deviations are small and practical DACs have much higher timing jitter.
We next demonstrate the ability of our model to simulate frequency dependent ENoB
such as those exhibited by real DACs by comparing it with experimental ENoB obtained
from two commercially available DACs. The DAC ENoBs were measured using a 14-bit
wide-bandwidth oscilloscope following the procedures described in [75]. By appropriately
choosing the model parameters, we are able to closely match the behaviors for both the
DACs, Fig. 3.8. The frequency response, H(f), of the DACs was measured using a range
of test tones and thereby creating the DAC transfer function. The response of each DAC was
approximated as an nth order Gaussian response and implemented as a low pass filter for
each model. It is to be noted that the model can readily accommodate for any filter response
and is not restricted to just Gaussian profiles. The sampling rate used for the model was that
of the device under test. Finally, the RMS timing jitter (σtj) and ENoBDC were obtained
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Figure 3.7: DAC parameters ENoBDC = 6.5 bits, sampling rate = 92 GSa/s and a low
pass filter of 22 GHz bandwidth modeled as a 10th-order Gaussian. RMS timing jitters of
1 fs, 400 fs and 800 fs were simulated. Close match between theory and simulation was
obtained for 400 fs and 800 fs of timing jitter. For quantization-limited cases (low RMS
timing jitter), small deviations were observed since the assumption that quantization noise
is white does not hold for periodic signals
using curve fitting and Eq. 3.1. These three parameters yield excellent agreement between
the simulation model and experimental results. We find that these commercial DACs have
an RMS jitter of 500 to 700 fs. This correspond to an ENoB of 4 to 4.8 bits at 10 GHz input
frequency, which is in close agreement with Heisenberg limit [146].
3.3 ADC Model
3.3.1 Model Description
Similar to the DAC model, we developed an ADC model to capture the frequency depen-
dent ENoB exhibited by wideband ADCs, Fig. 3.9. The input to the model is the input
analog waveform that we wish to digitize. Firstly, the input signal is low-pass filtered
based on the ADC filter profile - H(f). Then timing jitter is added to the signal based
on the ADC RMS timing jitter - σtj . This jittered signal is then downsampled based on
the sampling rate of the simulated ADC. Finally, the samples are quantized to appropriate
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Figure 3.8: Experimental versus simulated ENoB for two commercially available DACs.
Parameters used for the simulated model (a) ENoBDC = 6 bits, σtj = 700 fs and bandwidth
= 25 GHz (b) ENoBDC = 5 bits, σtj = 500 fs and bandwidth = 30 GHz
Figure 3.9: Block diagram of the ADC model. Red arrows represent digital waveforms and
blue arrows represent analog waveforms. Sampling refers to the process of digitizing the
analog waveform based on the sample rate of the ADC. Timing jitter is added based on the




Figure 3.10 shows the progression of an 11.5 GHz sinusoid through our ADC model -
input sinusoid, Fig. 3.10(a); signal after low-pass filtering (33 GHz bandwidth, near brick
wall filter) and jitter addition (σtj = 400 fs), Fig. 3.10(b); and signal after downsampling
(sampling rate = 80 GSa/s) and quantization (ENoBDC = 5 bits), Fig. 3.10(c). Input signal
is represented in red in Fig. 3.10(b)-(c) for the purposes of comparison.
3.3.2 Effects of DNL and INL
In order to understand the effects of DNL and INL on frequency dependent ENoB, we
simulated multiple DACs and ADCs with varying amounts of DNL and INL, Fig. 3.11.










where the arguments of U(.) are the bounds of the uniform random variable and k refers to





Both DNL and INL are restricted to be within ±0.5 LSB to ensure that the EC code tran-
sitions are monotonic. This assumption is also realistic as modern ECs have <0.5 LSB of
DNL and INL [74].
Black curves in Fig. 3.11 simulate the average effects of DNL and INL on ENoB as well
as the ENoB fluctuations that occurred over 100 simulated DNLs and INLs for the same
EC. The parameters of the DAC are - ENoBDC = 6 bits, σtj = 700 fs and a bandwidth
of 25 GHz modeled as a 10th order Gaussian. Similarly, the parameters of the ADC are -
ENoBDC = 5 bits, σtj = 400 fs and a bandwidth of 33 GHz modeled as a near brick wall
filter. The red stars and curve show the simulated and theoretical ENoB respectively for the
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Figure 3.10: Signal progression through the ADC model. (a) input sinusoid of 11.5 GHz.
(b) Signal after lowpass filtering and addition of timing jitter. The lowpass filter is a brick
wall filter with 33 GHz of bandwidth. RMS of timing jitter is 400 fs. (c) Signal after
downsampling at 80 GSa/s and quantization at ENoBDC = 5 bits
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Figure 3.11: Comparison between ECs with uniform quantization levels and ECs with
DNL and INL. DAC parameters are - ENoBDC = 6 bits, σtj = 700 fs and bandwidth = 25
GHz modeled as a 10th order Gaussian. ADC parameters are - ENoBDC = 5 bits, σtj =
400 fs and bandwidth = 33 GHz modeled as a near brick wall filter. Black curve show the
average frequency dependent ENoB for 100 (a) DACs and (c) ADCs with a maximum DNL
and INL of ±0.5 bits. Magnitude variations in these ENoB are also shown as bars. The
red curve is the theoretical frequency dependent ENoB for the same ECs without DNL and
INL. Red stars are the corresponding model output. The blue curve attempts to theoretically
model these ECs without DNL and INL. Blue stars are the corresponding simulated outputs.
For sufficiently small DNL and INL, appropriate modifications in ENoBDC is sufficient
to model its effects on ECs. (b) and (d) shows the variation of ENoB between 0 and 10
GHz from (a) and (c) respectively. The effects of DNL and INL are predominant at low
frequencies
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same EC without any DNL or INL. The effects of DNL and INL are predominant in the
low frequency regime (or the quantization dominant regime), Fig. 3.11(b) and (d), and the
characteristics of an EC with DNL and INL eventually converge to the characteristics of an
EC without DNL and INL as the frequency increases.
The blue curve attempts to model the previously discussed EC that is affected by DNL
and INL, by finding the theoretical EC parameters (Eqn. 3.1 and Eqn. 3.2) having equiv-
alent performance. The blue stars show the corresponding simulated EC performance
without DNL and INL. The blue curve and stars are well-fit to the average ENoB of the
DNL/INL-affected cases which allows for the associated penalties to be assessed by the
model as well. The performance difference when accounting for DNL and INL is ∼0.5
bits which, due to the frequency independence of this penalty, can be accounted for within
ENoBDC . Doing so results in tremendous reductions in computational complexity for the
model, as full simulations would require time-dependent sample-wise quantization compu-
tations for all resolution levels.
Deviations in ENoB at certain frequencies in Fig. 3.11 are an artifact of the white
quantization noise assumption. Since sinusoids are used to assess the ENoB of the model,
the effects of quantization are signal dependent and they do not follow the theory smoothly.
These variations can be as high as 1 bit in certain cases.
3.3.3 Model Validation
We exhaustively validated our model with Eqn. 3.2 for various ADC parameters and found
consistent agreement between the two, Fig. 3.12. Furthermore, we experimentally com-
pared our model with two commercially available ADCs, Fig. 3.13, using the methodolo-
gies described in [147]. ADC ENoBs were experimentally obtained by capturing sinusoids
from a high-speed signal generator and measuring the SINAD of the captured signals. Sam-
pling rate of the simulated models in Fig. 3.13 are the sampling rates of the ADCs they
are being compared to. Filter profiles, H(f), of the ADCs were measured by capturing a
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Figure 3.12: ADC parameters ENoBDC = 6 bits, sampling rate = 80 GSa/s and a low
pass filter of 33 GHz bandwidth modeled as a near brick wall filter. RMS timing jitters of
60 fs, 200 fs and 500 fs were simulated. Close match between theory and simulation was
obtained for all investigated cases
range of test tones and creating the ADC transfer functions. ENoBDC and σtj were ob-
tained through best-fit between Eqn. 3.2 and the captured ENoBs. Figure 3.13 shows close
agreement between the simulated model ENoBs and experimentally obtained ENoBs, and
demonstrates the accuracy of our ADC model to simulate real ADCs that are employed in
optical communication systems.
3.4 Effects of Frequency Dependent ENoB on Optical Communication Systems
3.4.1 Simulation Setup
In order to assess the impact of frequency dependent ENoB on optical communication sys-
tems, we implemented our DAC and ADC model in RSOFTs OptSim simulation environ-
ment for various EC parameters and measured their corresponding OSNR penalties. Since
we previously identified that the effects of DNL and INL can be included in the model
by appropriately changing ENoBDC , we will not investigate non-uniform resolution lev-
els separately. We investigate three data rates namely 64 GBaud DP-16QAM (400G), 64
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Figure 3.13: Experimental versus simulated ENoB for two commercially available ADCs.
Parameters for the simulated ADC are (a) ENoBDC = 4.6 bits, bandwidth = 60 GHz and
RMS timing jitter = 200 fs. (c) ENoBDC = 5 bits, bandwidth = 32 GHz and timing jitter =
70 fs
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GBaud DP-64QAM (600G), and 96 GBaud DP-32QAM (800G). The signals were gen-
erated using a PRBS-15 bit sequence shaped using a root raised cosine pulse shape with
a roll-off factor of 0.1. DAC ENoBDC and σtj are systematically varied to analyze their
effects on system performance. The DAC filter is a 5th order Gaussian filter with a band-
width of half the symbol rate. The DAC sampling rate was fixed to 240 GSa/s. ECs with
oversampling factors >1.2 do not provide any additional benefits to the performance [148]
and therefore the sampling rate is not varied here. The DAC outputs are used to drive an
I/Q Mach-Zehnder Modulator (MZM) with a bandwidth of 60 GHz and extinction ratio of
40 dB. High quality components were purposely chosen for the simulation to ensure they
have minimal effects on the signal and all penalties arise from the ECs.
Amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) power is added at the receiver to vary the OSNR
of the signal. The signal is not transported through any fiber to ensure no fiber penalties
are incurred by the signal. After noise loading, the signal goes through a 150 GHz optical
band pass filter (OBPF). Finally, the signal is received by a coherent receiver and digitized
using the ADC model. Here, the ADC ENoBDC , σtj and bandwidth are systematically
varied to analyze its effects on the signal. The ADC filter shape is near brickwall. The
sampling rate of the ADC is fixed to 240 GSa/s. After digitization, the signal passes through
our digital coherent receiver (DCR) that is implemented in MATLAB. Conventional DSP
methods described in Sec. 2.4 are used here. Finally, symbol decisions are made and OSNR
penalties are calculated for BER = 10−3. We note that the different data rates explored here
will have different BER thresholds based on the employed FEC. However, we chose the
same BER threshold for all data rates to provide a fair comparison between different signal
types subject to the same impairment. Large filter lengths were purposely chosen to ensure
all observed OSNR penalties arise from EC impairments that cannot be mitigated using
linear filters. Significant efforts were made to ensure that our simulation methods closely
match our experimental testbed.
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3.4.2 Results
For brevity, we refer to systems employing 64 GBaud DP-16QAM, 64 GBaud DP-64QAM
and 96 GBaud DP-32QAM as ‘400G systems’, ‘600G systems’ and ‘800G systems’ re-
spectively. Additionally, for ease of discussion, we define the following variables
1. Excess ENoBDC (EENoBDC): Defined as ENoBDC − 0.5 × log2(M), where
M is the number of constellation points in the modulation format. For 64QAM,
EENoBDC = ENoBDC3.
2. Relative RMS timing jitter: Defined at the ratio of the RMS timing jitter to that of
the symbol period in percentage.
3. Excess bandwidth: Defined as the difference between the EC bandwidth and half the
symbol rate.
Unless mentioned otherwise, the following parameters are to be assumed in the following
discussions - DAC EENoBDC = 2.5 bits, DAC RMS timing jitter = 450 fs, DAC excess
bandwidth = 0 GHz, ADC EENoBDC = 3 bits, ADC RMS timing jitter = 150 fs and ADC
excess bandwidth = 4 GHz. Additionally, fixed EC parameters are labeled as the title of
individual figures for convenience.
Frequency dependent ENoB introduced significant penalties to all investigated mod-
ulation formats. We divide our discussion into three parts to understand how individual
parameters of frequency dependent ENoB affect these systems.
Bandwidth
Excess DAC bandwidth = 0 GHz did not introduce any OSNR penalties in all investigated
systems. Any bandwidth limitation was compensated by the receiver adaptive DSP filters.
The effects of ADC bandwidths were relatively minor in the presence of >4 GHz of
excess bandwidth for all investigated systems, Fig. 3.14. Excess bandwidths<2 GHz could
not be supported due to Nyquist requirements and the near brick-wall filter employed here.
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Figure 3.14: OSNR penalties for various ADC excess bandwidths. Excess bandwidths
>4 GHz did not introduce any penalties in all investigated systems. Excess bandwidths
<2 GHz could not be supported due to Nyquist requirements and the near brickwall filter
employed here. Variations in OSNR penalties between different systems are caused by
other EC parameters
Timing Jitter
Unlike bandwidths, DAC timing jitter introduced significant penalties in all investigated
systems, Fig. 3.15. The effects of DAC timing jitter also strongly depended on the operat-
ing DAC ENoBDC . As an example, for 400G systems, increasing the DAC RMS timing
jitter from 0 fs to 900 fs incurred a penalty of 0.4 dB for DAC EENoBDC = 3 bits, and 0.8
dB for DAC EENoBDC = 1.5 bits, Fig. 3.15(a). The compounded effects are due to the
order in which the processes take place in a DAC.
As expected, DAC timing jitter has worse impact on systems employing larger modu-
lation formats and higher symbol rate, Fig. 3.16. Interestingly, for the same RMS timing
jitter, 600G system and 800G system investigated here demonstrated similar OSNR penal-
ties. Decreasing the constellation size from 64QAM to 32QAM counterbalanced the in-
crease in symbol rate from 64 GBaud to 96 GBaud, neutralizing some additional effects of
DAC timing jitter on the system. For a given timing jitter, a careful investigation of symbol
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Figure 3.15: OSNR penalties for various DAC relative timing jitter and DAC EENoBDC
for (a) 400G system, (b) 600G systems, and (c) 800G systems. Effects of DAC timing jitter
strongly dependent on the operating DAC (E)ENoBDC , the modulation format and the
symbol rate
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Figure 3.16: OSNR penalties for various DAC relative timing jitter for various systems.
Higher modulation formats are affected more by DAC timing jitter. Careful trade-offs
between modulation formats and symbol rates is required to maximize the system bit rate
in the presence of timing jitter
rate and modulation format is required to maximize system margin or bitrate.
All investigated systems suffered approximately twice the penalty from ADC timing
jitter when compared to DAC timing jitter, Fig. 3.17. For example, in 800G systems, 3%
relative ADC timing jitter introduced the same penalties as 5% relative DAC timing jitter.
Increased timing jitter accuracy is required at the ADC to enable the DSP to correct other
system impairments effectively. Unlike DACs, effects of ADC timing jitter were found
to be independent of other EC parameters investigated here, due to the order of different
processes in an ADC.
The following are the (DAC, ADC) relative timing jitter requirement pairs to ensure
<0.5 dB OSNR penalty - (6%, 4%) for 400G, (3.5%, 2%) for 600G and (5%, 3%) for
800G. DAC timing jitter requirements were computed in the presence of DAC EENoBDC
of 2.5 bits. For lower DACEENoBDC , these DAC timing jitter tolerances would be lower.
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Figure 3.17: OSNR penalties for various ADC relative timing jitter for various systems.
Systems are less tolerant to ADC timing jitter when compared to DAC timing jitter
ENoBDC
OSNR penalties introduced by DAC ENoBDC exponentially increased as ENoBDC de-
creased, Fig. 3.18. Additionally, it was observed that DAC quantization introduced no
penalties whenEENoBDC ≥ 3 bits. As expected, penalties introduced by DACENoBDC
did not depend on the symbol rate and only depended on the employed modulation format.
All investigated systems were observed to be more sensitive to ADCENoBDC as com-
pared to DAC ENoBDC , Fig. 3.19. While DAC EENoBDC >1.5 bits was sufficient to
incur <1 dB OSNR penalties, ADC EENoBDC had to be ≥ 2.5 bits for the same. How-
ever, ADC EENoBDC ≥ 3 bits did not provide any additional benefits to the system,
similar to DAC ENoBDC . Such patterns demonstrate the need for higher ADC conver-
sion accuracies at the receiver to enable DSP algorithms to compensate for other system
impairments well.
To incur <1 dB OSNR penalties, DAC EENoBDC needs to be >1.5 bits and ADC
EENoBDC needs to be >2.5 bits. Assessments in [149] overestimated DAC EENoBDC
requirements (>2 bits) for 64QAM due to the lack of DAC/ADC models that can simu-
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Figure 3.18: OSNR penalties for various DAC EENoBDC for various systems. DAC
EENoBDC severely affected the performance of all investigated systems. Penalties solely
depended on the operating modulation format
Figure 3.19: OSNR penalties for various ADC EENoBDC for various systems. ADC
EENoBDC also severely affected the performance of all investigated systems. They were
more sensitive to ADC ENoBDC when compared to DAC ENoBDC
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Table 3.1: EC parameters used to train the neural network
Parameter Values
Modulation format 2 (16QAM), 2.5 (32QAM), 3 (64QAM)
DAC EENoBDC 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3 bits
DAC σtj 0, 150, 300, 450, 600, 750, 900 fs
ADC EENoBDC 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3 bits
ADC σtj 0, 150, 300, 450, 600, 750, 900 fs
ADC Excess bandwidth 2, 4, 6, 8 GHz
late frequency dependent ENoB. Once again, EENoBDC > 3 bits do not provide any
additional benefits for DACs and ADCs. All OSNR penalties observed in Fig. 3.18-3.19 at
EENoBDC = 3 bits are due to ADC and DAC timing jitter, and this can be verified through
Fig. 3.15-3.17.
3.4.3 Machine Learning based Regression
Finding an analytical solution to estimate the performance impact for various EC parame-
ters is challenging due to the nonlinear relationship between these parameters and associ-
ated OSNR penalties. However, this information is invaluable during network planning as
it allows for enhanced margin assessment for optical links. In order to obtain such a tool,
we employed simple NNs to derive a regression that takes the EC parameters, modulation
format and symbol rate as its input and gives the OSNR penalties as its output.
The neural network consists of a single hidden layer with 10 neurons. The size of the
neural network was chosen to ensure minimum regression error and minimum computa-
tional complexity. The input to the neural network is a vector containing the following pa-
rameters - modulation format, DAC and ADC EENoBDC , DAC and ADC relative RMS
timing jitter, and the ADC bandwidth. The network was trained using data obtained for
400G, 600G and 800G systems through our simulation setup for various EC parameters.
The parameters are listed in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.20: OSNR penalties for various (a) DAC and ADC relative timing jitter for 400G
system, (b) DAC EENoBDC and DAC relative timing jitter for 600G systems, and (c)
ADC ENoBDC and ADC relative timing jitter for 800G systems
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The data was split into 70%-15%-15% randomly for training, testing and validation
purposes, respectively. The mean testing error was<0.1 dB and the maximum testing error
was <0.2 dB. Such a neural network model enables one to generate OSNR penalties for
arbitrary EC parameters, Fig. 3.20.
































13.9143 0.036 −0.037 0.4065 −0.2862 4.4138
−0.0095 0.9643 −0.2412 0.0395 −0.0120 0.0119
8.5176 2.0387 0.0446 0.0692 −0.0787 −0.0156
0.9257 −0.0655 0.1361 −0.0975 1.6149 −0.0403
0.7922 −0.2128 1.8638 −0.1729 0.1971 −0.0372
5.2940 −0.0102 0.0116 0.4895 0.0144 0.0013
−0.1234 −0.0087 0.0202 0.0047 −1.9173 0.0217
−0.9885 0.0001 −0.0075 −0.4784 −0.0014 0.0005
0.0378 −0.2572 2.2386 0.1092 0.1179 0.0240





































where G is the input gain, O is the input offset and xm is the bias which relates the input
to the output of the input layer as
xout = G× (xin −O) + xm (3.9)
and W and b are the weights and biases on each layer.
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CHAPTER 4
ACCELERATION OF TDECQ ASSESSMENTS
FOR OPTICAL TRANSMITTER QUALIFICATION
Higher order modulation formats such as PAM-4 and electronic equalization at the receiver
have been implemented in direct detect optical communication systems to meet the ever
increasing data rate requirements of data center networks and similar applications [150,
151]. The introduction of these technologies created the need for a new performance vali-
dation metric to demonstrate inter-vendor compatibility for optical transmitters as previous
methodologies such as transmitter dispersion penalty (TDP) were too expensive [152], and
transmitter and dispersion eye closure (TDEC) [153] were not compatible with PAM-4 for-
mat. TDECQ was created to overcome these limitation [112]. TDECQ has seen success in
the testing of optical components, as it numerically implements a reference feed forward
equalizer (FFE) which abstracts the metrics from impairments incurred through a specific
receiver or benefits gained from a specific receiver equalization scheme. Owing to its suc-
cess, it is now included in IEEE P802.3 Ethernet standard [154, 155] as a measurement
method to qualify optical transmitters.
Even though TDECQ is a useful figure of merit for optical transmitters employing
PAM-4 modulation formats, it is computationally intensive and therefore much slower to
calculate than other important transmitter compliance metrics such as optical modulation
amplitude (OMA) and extinction ratio (ER). Therefore, methods to accelerate the process
of calculating TDECQ are needed to improve manufacturing efficiencies. ML excels at
modelling overly complex physical systems and processes or streamlining calculations.
Assessing TDECQ is a good application for ML as conventional method of calculating
TDECQ is a complex nonlinear statistical process that is numerically demanding.
In this chapter, we demonstrate how ML techniques can be used for accelerating TDECQ
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Figure 4.1: Experimental setup used to emulate various PAM-4 transmitters with various
TDECQ. AWG: arbitrary waveform generator, MBC: modulator bias controller, O/E: opti-
cal to electrical converter
assessments of optical transmitter. Specifically, we present methods that can be imple-
mented in real-time scopes, and use eye-diagram images or real-time signals.
4.1 Experimental Setup
The experimental setup was configured to emulate various PAM-4 transceivers with a plu-
rality of TDECQ penalties for training and testing our ML algorithms, Fig. 4.1. It consists
of a 1310 nm laser that is externally modulated using an EO-Space MZM whose bandwidth
is 20 GHz. The modulator is biased using a Thorlabs MBX bias controller and driven by
a Tektronix 70001A arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) which has an analog bandwidth
of 13 GHz. The output of the AWG is amplified using an SHF 807 linear amplifier to ob-
tain high modulation depth. The optical output of the modulator is captured by a 33 GHz
Tektronix DPO7OE1 optical to electrical converter and digitized using a DPO73304D real-
time oscilloscope.
The channel is digitally pre-compensated to 22 GHz to support 25 GBaud PAM-4 sig-
naling. Additionally, a variable bandwidth gaussian filter is employed at the AWG to em-
ulate bandwidth limitations. Dispersive effects of test fiber present in short reach direct
detect systems are effectively captured using the gaussian filter [156].
The PAM-4 pattern employed here is the SSPRQ pattern which consists of the most
stressful parts of a PRBS-31 pattern [154, 155]. A pattern lock is employed in our setup to
ensure that the captured signal consists of the same pattern between acquisitions. Previous
demonstrations in optical communication systems have shown that using known patterns
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(PRBS-7, PRBS-15 etc.) to train NNs run the risk of learning the pattern instead of predict-
ing or compensating the underlying phenomena [157]. However, when estimating TDECQ,
the NN is not trying to predict the pattern but instead trying to map the nature of the distor-
tions in the signal to a real valued scalar. Therefore, there is no risk of pattern prediction
(or overfitting) in our ML implementations.
Conventional TDECQ is calculated using the methodologies described in [154, 155].
A plurality of TDECQ is obtained by varying the gaussian filter bandwidth and the MZM
drive voltage to emulate linear and nonlinear limitations of PAM-4 transmitters. The cap-
tured TDECQ varied between 1.9 dB, which was the minimum achievable on the setup,
and 5 dB. The explored TDECQ purposely exceeded the maximum TDECQ set by stan-
dards for satisfactory PAM-4 transmitters in order to create better ML regression models.
Assessing transmitter TDECQ >5 dB is impractical owing to the asymptotic relation be-
tween BER and TDECQ [158], and unnecessary since transmitters with TDECQ >3 dB
are considered unsatisfactory.
ML algorithms were implemented on a Nvidia RTX 2060 GPU with a memory of 6
GB. Accuracy of the implemented ML algorithms are reported by calculating the min-
imum, mean and maximum discrepancy between TDECQ assessed using conventional
methods and those obtained from ML methods. We refer to the difference as discrep-
ancy since algorithmic approaches, being statistical in nature, can itself have variations of
up to 0.25 dB. Referring to the difference as error is a misnomer. Computational speeds are
compared to multithreaded/multicore industry calculation speeds of 15 seconds per wave-
form/transmitter [159].
4.2 Eye-diagram based TDECQ Assessment
PAM-4 eye-diagrams contain significant information about the transmitters TDECQ and
since CNNs specialize in processing images, they can be used on eye-diagrams to accu-
rately assess the TDECQ in an accelerated manner. The input to our CNN is a gray-scale
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PAM-4 eye diagram image. Eye-diagrams created using false colors does not provide the
CNN with additional information and only increase the complexity of the CNN.
The eye-diagrams are created using one SSPRQ pattern captured from the ADC, Fig.
4.2. The signal is first upsampled to 40 samples per symbol to produce smooth eye-
diagrams, Fig. 4.2(a). Then, rudimentary timing recovery is performed on the signal using
simple cross-correlations to remove subsampling uncertainties from the real-time scope,
Fig. 4.2(b). A two-dimensional histogram is generated using the signal with a time width
of two symbol periods (=80 ps). The histogram has 160 vertical bins and 80 horizontal
bins. Each bin has a grayscale depth of 256. The histogram consists of∼2.6 million points.
Vertical irregularities present in Fig. 4.2 are due to the resolution of the real-time scope.
Output of a real-time scope has 8-bit resolution while the interpolated symbols generated
in MATLAB have 32-bit resolution. We attempted to remove these image irregularities by
adding sub-resolution noise to the samples in order to create smoother eye-diagram images.
However, these modifications did not improve the performance of the ML method as the
CNN was configured to extract macro features from the eye-diagram instead of sample-
wise micro features.
The CNN employed here has 2 FELs. The first convolutional layer consists of 16
10×10 filters and the first maxpooling layer has a window size of 10×10 with a stride of 3.
The second convolutional layer consists of 8 5×5 filters and the second maxpooling layer
has a window size of 5×5 with a stride of 3. The nonlinear activation function used in
these FELs is ReLU. All convolutional layers were initialized using the Glorot method that
samples the filter weights from a uniform distribution with zero mean and a variance that is
related to the number of filters and the size of the filters [160]. The output of the last FEL
goes to a regression layers that maps its input to an associated TDECQ.
We captured 1000 waveforms from our experimental setup and split it to 60%, 20%
and 20% for training, validating and testing purposes. Various optimization algorithms
were explored, and it was found that the CNN optimized using the RMSprop technique
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Figure 4.2: Gray-scale PAM-4 eye-diagram images constructed from the output of the real-
time scope (a) after upsampling the received signal to 40 samples per symbol followed by
(b) rudimentary timing recovery. Each eye-diagram consists of one SSPRQ pattern. Re-
moving subsampling uncertainties aligns the eye-diagrams and improves the performance
of the ML algorithm
provided the best performance [161]. Owing to the dimensions of the input, L2 regu-
larizers were employed when training the CNN to restrict model complexity and prevent
overfitting. Additionally, training and validation errors were carefully monitored to ensure
model performance improves with subsequent epochs and the model does not overfit to the
training data.
Figure 4.3 shows the TDECQ assessment accuracy using our CNN algorithm. The
mean discrepancy over all explored TDECQ ranges was 0.10 dB. Additionally, for TDECQ
<3 dB, the maximum discrepancy was 0.26 dB. Higher maximum discrepancy (0.48 dB)
were obtained for TDECQ >3 dB. As previously mentioned, conventional TDECQ assess-
ment algorithms demonstrate a variation of up to 0.25 dB owing to its statistical nature and
therefore TDECQ measured using CNNs perform similar to conventional methods. Multi-
ple CNNs were trained using various combinations of training, testing and validation data
and every CNN was found to have comparable performance. This process demonstrates
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Figure 4.3: TDECQ assessment accuracies using grayscale eye-diagram image based CNN.
Black dashed line is the identity and red dashed lines are the±0.5 dB margins. Assessments
accuracies were within 0.5 dB for all explored TDECQ
the robustness of assessing TDECQ using grayscale eye-diagram images and CNNs.
The CNN took ∼100 seconds to train. Once fully trained, the CNN was able to com-
pute TDECQ from PAM-4 eye-diagram images in∼3 ms. Thus, compared to conventional
industrial methodologies, CNN was able to compute TDECQ∼4500 times faster per wave-
form/transmitter.
4.3 Real-time Signal based TDECQ Assessment
4.3.1 LSTM
While image based TDECQ assessment using CNNs proved sufficiently fast and accurate,
it required the creation of eye-diagram images when computing TDECQ from real-time
oscilloscopes. Therefore, we investigated strategies that use unprocessed real-time signals
from real-time scopes in order to reduce processing overheads and improve efficiencies.
One of the explored strategies was using LSTMs. Since long patterns (SSPRQ) are used
to measure TDECQ, LSTMs should model long-term temporal information to accurately
assess TDECQ.
The input to our LSTM is the raw waveform as obtained from a real-time scope without
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Figure 4.4: TDECQ assessment accuracies using LSTM and complete SSPRQ pattern.
Performance was not as accurate as eye-diagram based CNN
any preprocessing. It consists of one SSPRQ pattern. Since the real-time scope used in the
experimental setup had a sampling rate of 100 GSa/s and we employed 25 GBaud signaling
rates, the length of the input was 262,140 samples. The LSTM architecture consisted of one
LSTM layer with 200 hidden units which was followed by one fully connected regression
layer that mapped the output of the LSTM layer to the associated TDECQ. The LSTM
was optimized using the Adam optimizer [162] and trained using data obtained from our
experimental setup. Once again, training and validation errors were carefully monitored to
prevent overfitting.
Testing accuracies of this LSTM architecture had a mean discrepancy of 0.21 dB and
a maximum discrepancy of 0.82 dB, Fig. 4.4. Various optimization algorithms and reg-
ularizers were explored to improve TDECQ assessment accuracies. However, all efforts
provided similar results, and all had lower performance compared to the eye-diagram im-
age processing approach. Additionally, the architectures took 15 hours to train. The lower
performing LSTM is due to the length of the input feature and the memory of the employed
GPU, which limits the number of hidden units that can be used in the LSTM layer resulting
in underfitting.
In order to mitigate these performance limitations, we explored the performance of
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LSTMs that use smaller input features. Specifically, we explored the accuracy of LSTM
when only a portion of the SSPRQ pattern is used. This approach is based on the knowledge
that specific sequences within the SSPRQ pattern are the most stressful and may therefore
better reveal transmitter limitations. We refer to this architecture as truncated LSTM or
tLSTM(x), where ‘x’ is the length of the SSPRQ segment used. Various SSPRQ segments
and segment lengths were investigated, and their assessment accuracies and computation
speeds were methodically studied.
The LSTM architecture consisted of one LSTM layer with 300 hidden units followed
by one fully connected regression layer. Performance of tLSTMs trained using certain
segments are shown in Fig. 4.5. As the segment lengths increased, TDECQ assessment
accuracies increased while TDECQ computation speeds decreased. Performance of tLSTM
over all explored segment lengths was marginally worse than that of eye-diagram based
CNN, and computation times were tremendously slower. Regardless, tLSTMs performed
much better than LSTMs employing the entire pattern in terms of assessment accuracies
and computation speeds.
Performance of tLSTM strongly depended on the chosen segment, Fig. 4.6. Many
parts of the SSPRQ pattern could not obtain mean discrepancies of <0.5 dB. In order to
implement tLSTM based TDECQ assessment techniques, a careful investigation of what
SSPRQ segment to use is required to obtain minimum performance discrepancies.
Training times for tLSTM varied between 5-20 minutes based on the length of the
SSPRQ segment, and testing times varied between 20-300 ms per waveform/transmitter.
As compared to conventional methods, TDECQ assessments were 50x-700x faster.
4.3.2 1D-CNN
Owing to the limitations of using one full SSPRQ pattern in LSTMs and the need to find
the optimum SSPRQ segment for tLSTM, we also investigated the use of one-dimensional
CNNs (1D-CNNs) on real-time signals. Accurate assessments of TDECQ using smaller
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Figure 4.5: TDECQ assessment accuracies using only a portion of the SSPRQ pattern;
(a) tLSTM(100), (b) tLSTM(1000), and (c) tLSTM(10000). Here, tLSTM(x) refers to an
LSTM whose input is a portion of the captured SSPRQ pattern of length ‘x’. As the seg-
ment length increased, assessment accuracies increased but computation speeds decreased.
All tLSTM architectures performed marginally worse than eye-diagram based CNN but
performed much better than LSTMs that used the entire SSPRQ pattern
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Figure 4.6: TDECQ assessment accuracies using a portion of the captured SSPRQ pattern
for various starting points within the captured waveforms. The input length for the LSTM
employed here is 1000. The performance strongly depends on what part of the SSPRQ
pattern is used. A careful investigation of SSPRQ segments is required to employ tLSTMs
and achieve high accuracies
segments of the SSPRQ pattern and LSTMs confirms that information about the transmit-
ter’s TDECQ is largely available in select places within the pattern. Since CNNs specialize
in extracting features from large data in grid like topologies, they can be used to assess
TDECQ from the entire SSPRQ pattern.
The input to our 1D-CNN is one SSPRQ pattern as obtained from the real-time scope
without any preprocessing. As previously mentioned, it consists of 262,140 samples. The
1D-CNN consists of three FELs. In the first FEL, the convolutional layer consists of 16
filters of length 248 and the maxpooling layer has a window length of 248 with a stride
of 31. The convolutional layer in the second FEL consists of 8 filters of length 64. This
is followed by a maxpooling layer with a window length of 64 and stride 32. The final
convolutional layer has 8 filters of length 16 and the associated maxpooling layer has a
window length of 16 with a stride of 8. Similar to the eye-diagram based CNN, the non-
linear activation function used in these FELs is ReLU and all convolutional layers were
initialized using the Glorot method. The output of the FELs is passed to a regression layer
that maps its extracted features to the associated TDECQ. The 1D-CNN was optimized
using RMSprop and appropriate L2 regularizers were employed to limit model complexity.
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Figure 4.7: TDECQ assessment accuracies using 1D-CNN. 1D-CNN provided the best
assessment accuracies over all explored ML techniques
Figure 4.7 shows the TDECQ assessment accuracy using 1D-CNN. The mean discrep-
ancy over all explored TDECQ ranges were 0.09 dB. Additionally, the maximum discrep-
ancy for TDECQ<3 dB was 0.20 dB and TDECQ>3 dB was 0.33 dB. Given the uncertain-
ties in the training data due to the statistical nature of conventional TDECQ assessment al-
gorithms, it is unlikely to observe any further improvements in assessment accuracies using
ML without reducing algorithmic uncertainties first. 1D-CNN provided the best TDECQ
assessment accuracies over all explored ML methods. Training times for 1D-CNN were
∼35 minutes and testing times were ∼13 ms per waveform, i.e. 1D-CNN performs ∼1200
times faster than conventional methods.
Table 4.1 summarizes all explored ML techniques with their training and testing times,
as well as minimum, mean and maximum observed discrepancies for TDECQ <3dB and
>3 dB.
4.3.3 Discussion on Computational Complexity
We investigated the computational complexity associated with both conventional methods
and ML based methods in terms of the number of multiplications involved in these pro-




























































































































































































































































































































known to be more computationally expensive [163]. For ML based methods, we will re-
strict the analysis to CNNs as they proved to be superior to LSTMs in terms of performance
and computation speeds. The computational complexity associated with timing recovery
and Bessel filtering need not be used in the comparison. Timing recovery is implemented
in the conventional method as well as in image based 2D-CNN, while waveform based
1D-CNN does not implement timing recovery (no preprocessing/raw waveforms). Fixed
bandwidth Bessel filters can be implemented in the analog domain in the conventional
method, while ML based methods do not require the application of Bessel filters on their
inputs.
Eye-diagram image based CNN consists of two FELs. Based on the kernels used
in Sec. 4.2, there are 20,480,000 (160x80x10x10x16) multiplications in the first convo-
lutional layer, 4,665,600 (54x27x5x5x8x16) multiplications in the second convolutional
layer, and 20,736 (18x9x16x8) multiplications in the fully connected layer. Therefore, the
total number of multiplications involved is ∼25x106. Using a similar approach, we com-
puted ∼1.1x109 multiplications in signal based 1D-CNN.
Conventional methods involve multiple applications of a 5-tap FFE owing to its it-
erative nature. Applying the FFE on one SSPRQ pattern would consist of 8,191,875
(65,535x25x5) multiplication if we assume an oversampling factor of 25. To calculate
the total number of multiplications, we would need to estimate the number of iterations
involved in the optimization algorithm. If we assume that it requires at least 10 iterations
to find the right noise variance (G), 25 iterations to find the best FFE filter weights for each
iteration of noise variance, and a population size (number of FFE search initializations) of
5 to ensure global minima, the FFE is applied 1250 times. In such a scenario, the total
number of multiplications are ∼10x109.
As compared to conventional methods, eye-diagram image based CNN has ∼400x less
multiplications and signal based 1D-CNN has ∼10x less multiplications. Therefore, in
terms of the number of multiplications, ML based methods are computationally cheaper
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when assessing the TDECQ penalty. However, computation times for these methods are
not just based on the number of multiplications but also on the process itself. Conventional
methods are iterative and therefore time-consuming since they need to wait for the previous
iteration to complete. Meanwhile, ML based methods involve fixed number of multiplica-
tions that can be executed simultaneously especially using GPUs. Therefore, ML based
methods will be much faster.
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CHAPTER 5
IMPAIRMENT DETECTION AND IDENTIFICATION
IN OPTICAL NETWORKS
As optical networks get complex through the implementation of advanced techniques and
technologies to meet the ever rising global data rate requirements, the optical network it-
self becomes prone to disruptions either due to signaling conditions or equipment failures.
Therefore, failure management in optical networks is critical as service interruption can
affect millions of users [164]. Additionally, robust failure management is necessary for op-
tical network operators to quickly recover from failures and meet service level agreements
(SLAs). However, despite its importance, today’s failure management systems require hu-
man intervention and rely on rudimentary BER monitoring techniques to detect failures.
Automating failure management systems is pivotal to the growth of optical networks in
the future. Machine learning provides a promising direction to achieve automated optical
network failure management (ONFM) systems.
From the perspective of network management, two types of failures exist in an optical
network. They are hard failures and soft failures. Hard failures are those that are caused
by unexpected events such as fiber cuts, electrical shutdown, broken equipment, weather
effects etc. These failures are hard to predict since they are instantaneous. Soft failures are
those that are caused by gradual degradation of equipment or changes in the environment.
Their prompt detection, identification and localization can ensure cost-effective recovery
before they translate into network disruption. Soft failures include - excessive ROADM
filtering, laser drifts, growing fiber nonlinearity etc.
Recently, ML techniques have been investigated to detect soft failures in optical net-
works [165–170]. Methods in [165, 166, 170] employ pre-FEC BER measured over long
durations (>20 minutes) for soft failure prediction, yet such durations may not be optimal
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for predicting soft failures. Equipment indicators are used as input features in [169] for fail-
ure management. However, training ML for specific failures can fail to predict soft failures
in general. A dual stage scheme that detects impairments using the pre-FEC BER and re-
ceived optical power [167], and along with the optical spectra employs a semi-supervised
SVM scheme to identify the impairment was also investigated. However, this technique
can only identify impairments that directly affect the optical spectra. While [168] employs
techniques to predict general soft failures, they do so by employing NNs with multiple
hidden nodes. NNs are not always desirable since they consume notable energy, are associ-
ated with non-trivial parameter optimization, and require large data sets to train and induce
undesired latency.
In this chapter, we develop simple and robust ML techniques that can be used to pre-
dict/detect and identify link failures in optical networks by exploiting metrics that are read-
ily available in the DCR.
5.1 Experimental Testbed
We use a 3-channel 32 GBaud DP-QPSK link to validate our failure identification tech-
niques, Fig. 5.1. It consists of an ECL operating at 1550.918 nm. The laser is modulated
with DP-QPSK symbols using an MZM modulator. The QPSK signal is created using an
M8196A Keysight AWG. The output of the AWG is amplified using an Inphi 4514 driver
before passing it to the modulator to obtain sufficient modulation depth. The output of the
modulator is passed to a Coherent Solution automatic bias controller (IQ-ABC) to stabilize
the bias point in the modulator. This modulated optical signal forms the main channel.
Using similar methodologies employed in creating the main channel, we create two side
channels spaced 37.5 GHz apart from the main channel on either sides. All the channels
are combined using a 3-dB coupler and passed to an EDFA for pre-amplification. The 3-
channel optical signal is passed to a recirculating loop to emulate fiber propagation. The
launch power (LP) into the fiber is fixed at 0 dBm. Each loop consists of three 90 km
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Figure 5.1: Experimental setup employing 3 channels at 32 GBaud DP-QPSK
spans of SSMF with EDFAs to compensate for propagation losses. The loop recirculates
the signal three times providing an effective transport distance of 810 km. ASE noise is
added to the output of the loop to vary the OSNR of the signal as required. The OSNR is
initially set to 14 dB corresponding to a BER of 10-3.
The noise loaded signal is filtered using a WSS to carve out the main channel. The
WSS bandwidth is 37.5 GHz and is centered around 1550.918 nm. Finally, the signal is
received by a coherent receiver and its output is passed to a pair of Keysight DSA93004L
ADC for digitization. The digitized signal is processed using conventional receiver DSP to
obtain the signal’s BER.
5.2 Failing ROADM Identification
Failing ROADMs introduce undesired filtering effects in an optical link. As previously
mentioned, these effects include excessive filtering, and passband offsets from the source
laser carrier frequency. If left unmanaged, they can eventually lead to link failures. Two-
class SVMs can be used to identify such degradations in an optical link.
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In order to emulate the effects of failing ROADMs in an optical network, we vary the
bandwidth of the WSS in our experimental testbed from 10 GHz to 37.5 GHz and vary
the transmitter laser’s operating frequency with respect to the center frequency of the WSS
between -5 GHz and 5 GHz. Here, we classify a ROADM bandwidth of less than 32 GHz
or a frequency offset greater than ±1.5 GHz as excess filtering and a cause for concern.
The input feature vector to the SVM is the power spectral density (PSD) of the received
electrical signal. A 64-point FFT is used to derive the PSD. Since PSDs are used for
classification, this method can be implemented along with the receiver DSP where FFTs
are frequently taken for CD compensation. The PSD of all the signals captured over various
WSS bandwidths and frequency offset is used as the data set over which the SVM is trained
and tested. The data is randomly divided into 10 equal sets. Nine of these sets are used to
train the SVM, and the last set is used to test the SVM. A 10-fold cross-validation is then
performed by changing the training and testing data sets.
Different types of kernels are implemented in the SVM classifier, Fig. 5.2. These in-
clude linear, quadratic, cubic and RBF. The box constraint, which is a measure of the slack
in the optimization process, is also varied between 10−3 and 106 to see the performance of
the classifier under different constraints. For appropriately chosen box constraints, three
kernels were able to provide classification accuracies of >99%. Such high accuracies sug-
gest that good performance can be achieved with a reduced input feature size and commen-
surate reduction in the complexity of the classifier. PCA was used to reduce the number
of features in the input vector. Upon analyzing the principal component variances, Fig.
5.3, one highly significant component and three moderately significant components were
identified in the input PSD.
Figure 5.4(a) shows the performance of the SVM classifier using one principal compo-
nent (identified separately as being strongly related to the filtered signal’s spectral width).
As can be seen, the error rate was always >18% demonstrating that one component (or
simply tracking the passband signal’s bandwidth) is insufficient to achieve good classifi-
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Figure 5.2: Prediction error rate for various types of kernels and box constraints
Figure 5.3: Principal component variances for the input feature vector. One highly signifi-
cant component and three moderately significant components were identified in the princi-
pal component variances of the signal’s PSD
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Figure 5.4: Prediction error rate with (a) one principal component and (b) four principal
components for various kernels and box constraints
cation accuracy. However, with four principal components the classification accuracy was
>99% for multiple kernels over a wide range of box constraints, Figure 5.4(b). Thus, four
components are sufficient to identify signals subject to undesired ROADM filtering.
Once trained, it is straightforward to track PSDs with undesired filtering and hence to
predict imminent failures. The technique can also be easily implemented in the receiver
DSP and link can be monitored at user defined intervals.
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5.3 One-class SVM based Anomaly Detection
One of the major challenges in implementing ML techniques in optical communication
systems arises from the inability to collect enough data with soft failures. Optical networks
are sufficiently robust by design and link failures are extremely rare. Therefore, super-
vised learning techniques, such as the SVM technique described previously, would require
artificially created abnormalities to train the system which may not always be possible.
Unsupervised anomaly detection techniques can be used to overcome this limitation since
it only requires one type of data to train. In case of optical systems, this would be data
taken during normal operations. Limited amount of naturally available data affected by
soft failures can then be used to test the trained model. We investigate the use of one-class
SVMs in identifying/predicting abnormalities in optical networks.
The input feature for the technique is the absolute value of the N -centermost adaptive
filter coefficients (AFC) obtained from the DCR. In a standard optical transceiver demod-
ulation scheme, this adaptive filter is employed at the end of the receiver DSP to com-
pensate for any residual link impairments. We vary N to study the performance of this
technique. The SVM is trained using multiple AFCs obtained under normal operation from
the experimental testbed, Fig. 5.1. The technique is tested with data obtained by manually
introducing the following abnormalities into the system
• Inter-channel interference: introduced by reducing the channel spacing between the
main channel and the adjacent channel. It was varied between 25 GHz and 33 GHz.
• Malfunctioning laser: the main channel laser was substituted with a high linewidth
(<1 MHz) unstable laser to emulate this abnormality.
• OSNR degradation: added ASE noise was increased to degrade the OSNR and vary
it between 10 and 12 dB.
• ROADM impairments: introduced by reducing the bandwidth of the WSS, or detun-
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Figure 5.5: Performance of one-class SVM in the presence of various impairments. Few
features are not sufficient to obtain good performance rates and large feature lengths are
prone to overfitting
ing the WSS center frequency with respect to the main channel’s center frequency.
The bandwidth was varied between 14 GHz and 36 GHz and the detuning frequency
was varied between 1.5 GHz and 5 GHz.
• Fiber nonlinearity: introduced by increasing the input LP into the recirculating loop.
It is varied between 6 and 9 dBm.
Figure 5.5 shows the performance of one-class SVM in the presence of various abnor-
malities as a function of N . In case of ROADM abnormalities, low feature lengths are
not sufficient to obtain good performance. Most of these errors arise from data affected
by ROADMs operating at bandwidths close to the symbol rate (32 GBaud), Fig. 5.6. As
expected, it is much harder to identify an anomaly if it is operating very close to nor-
mal conditions. In some cases, such as those arising from malfunctioning lasers, OSNR
degradation and fiber nonlinearity, higher feature lengths induce higher error rates due to
overfitting. Overall, for optimally chosen feature length (= 13), the error rates were <5%.
When employing any unsupervised technique, one is interested in investigating the false
positive and false negative rates. In our case, most of the classification errors were due to
false positives, Table 5.1. This suggests that under normal operation, filter weights are well
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Figure 5.6: Performance of one-class SVM for various WSS bandwidths. Detection accu-
racies increase for lower filter lengths as the operating bandwidth goes further away from
the operating symbol rate (32 GBaud)
Table 5.1: False positive and false negative rates for one-class SVM employing 13 center
most filter weights
Abnormality False positive rate False negative rate
ROADM 0.7 % 0.4%
Interchannel Interference 0.6 % 0.05 %
OSNR degradation 2.5 % 1 %
Laser malfunction 1.7 % 0.1 %
Fiber nonlinearity 3.9 % 0.1 %
behaved and a good choice for input features.
Whenever sufficient abnormal data is available, this technique can be supplemented
with impairment identification schemes to further automate OFNM systems. We investi-
gated the use of two-class SVM for impairment identification and observed that for op-
timally chosen feature lengths, identification accuracies as high as 97% can be achieved,
Fig. 5.7. Similar to the detection scheme, the identification scheme was also prone to
underfitting and overfitting for low and high input feature lengths respectively.
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Figure 5.7: Identification performance of two-class SVM for various impairments, identi-
fied two at a time. For optimally chosen feature lengths, the classification errors can be as
low as <3%
5.4 Autoencoder based Failure Detection and Identification
While one-class SVM was able to detect/predict link failures, the accuracy was poor for cer-
tain impairments and the performance strongly depended on the number of AFCs used. Ad-
ditionally, the framework did not provision for a robust impairment identification scheme.
In order to circumvent these limitations, we investigate the use of autoencoders for simul-
taneous impairment detection/prediction and identification in optical networks.
The methodology consists of two steps - impairment prediction/detection based on au-
toencoders and impairment identification based on a feed forward NN, Fig. 5.8. The input
to the autoencoder are the absolute values of all AFCs from the DCR. Unlike the previous
method, there is no need to choose the number of AFCs in this methodology. The autoen-
coder is trained on multiple AFCs obtained from our experimental setup, Fig. 5.1. The
input size is 182 and the code size is fixed to 10. Other code sizes were explored, but 10
provided the optimum trade-off between code size and performance.
Note that perfect reconstruction can never be achieved from an autoencoder scheme in





































































































































































Figure 5.9: Distribution of the MRE under normal operation. The log-normal distribution
used to fit the MRE under normal operation is represented in blue
of information based on the size of the code. Therefore, even under normal operation, the
reconstruction error will conform to a probability distribution with appropriate attributes.
Once fully trained, we compute the mean reconstruction error (MRE) for the AFCs under
normal operation and fit it to a probability distribution function (PDF), Fig. 5.9. A log-
normal distribution was chosen to fit the reconstruction error distribution.
In the event of an impairment, the adaptive filters will react to the impairment to re-
duce its effect on the signal resulting in a different set of AFCs. Since these AFCs are
not representative of the AFCs under normal operation, the reconstruction error from the
autoencoders will be large and the MRE would lie in the tail of the PDF, Fig. 5.10. By
appropriately defining this region, we can detect any impairment affecting an optical link.
Here, we set this region to occupy 10% of the total tail probability.
In order to measure the detection accuracy of the autoencoder technique, we test it on
data obtained by manually introducing the following changes into the system
• Inter-channel interference: introduced by reducing the channel spacing between the
main channel and the adjacent channel. It was varied between 15 GHz and 35 GHz.
• OSNR degradation: added ASE noise was increased to degrade the OSNR and vary
it between 7 and 14 dB.
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Figure 5.10: Distribution of the MRE under (a) link LP = 9 dBm and (b) WSS bandwidth
= 24 GHz
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• ROADM impairments: introduced by reducing the bandwidth of the WSS. The band-
width was varied between 20 GHz and 36 GHz.
• Fiber nonlinearity: introduced by increasing the input LP into the recirculating loop.
It is varied between 3 and 10 dBm.
We considered the following thresholds as impairments: Interchannel spacing <30 GHz,
LP >6 dBm, ROADM filter bandwidth <30 GHz and OSNR <11 dB. The thresholds were
chosen based on the experimental setup and the associated signaling rate. Thresholds need
to be appropriately modified for other links.
Figure 5.11 shows the performance of the impairment detection scheme for various im-
pairments. The red curves show the evolution of pre-FEC BERs as a function of various
impairment parameters and the blue stems show the schemes detection accuracy. For the
thresholds described above, the scheme is able to detect impairments with near 100% accu-
racy well before the pre-FEC BER hits the SD-FEC limit at 2.2×10−2. While the technique
is demonstrated for 4 impairments here, one can argue that the AFCs should be susceptible
to any link abnormalities. Therefore, this technique can be extended to predict/detect any
other impairment such as MPI or PDL.
When an impairment is detected, the reconstruction error is sent to a simple NN to
identify the cause of the impairment, Fig. 5.12. The NN consists of 1 hidden layer with
10 hidden neurons. The output is one of the four impairments described above, namely,
inter-channel interference, OSNR degradation, ROADM filter induced penalties or fiber
nonlinearities. Note that this stage is only possible if soft failure data representing these
impairments are present. Therefore, we are limited to the four impairments we could emu-
late in the experimental setup.
Table 5.2 shows the confusion matrix for the impairment identification scheme. The
network is able to identify impairments arising from ROADM filters, OSNR degradation
and interchannel interference with 100% accuracy; however, there is a small error (<1%)



















































































































Figure 5.12: Feed forward NN scheme to identify the detected impairment. It consist
of one hidden layer with 10 neurons. The NN input is the reconstruction error from the
autoencoders and the output is the impairment label
Table 5.2: Confusion matrix of the feed forward NN used to identify impairments. Class 1 -






1 20.3 % 0 % 0 % 0 % 100 %
2 0 % 22.7 % 0 % 0 % 100 %
3 0.2 % 0 % 22.7 % 0 % 99.3 %
4 0 % 0 % 0 % 34.1 % 100 %
99.3 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 99.8%
1 2 3 4
Target
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Table 5.3: Performance of the NN based identification scheme in the presence of multiple
impairments
# actual # Identified Identification Accuracy
1 1 99.8 %
2 1 98.3 %
2 2 73.6 %
be misclassified as OSNR degradation possibly because these two impairments manifest
similarly for QPSK signals [171].
Using the soft outputs from the neural network, we were also able to identify link
impairments when multiple impairments were present in the link, Table 5.3. In the presence
of two impairments, the scheme is able to identify at least one of the impairments with
>98% accuracy and both impairments simultaneously with >70% accuracy. While the
performance of identifying multiple impairments simultaneously is poor, the method is
able to identify at least one impairment with high accuracy. Therefore, if the impairments




In order to meet the growing data rate requirements, optical communication systems are
expected to get larger and faster in the coming years. However, many challenges lie ahead
for these systems to meet such expectations. The dissertation began by identifying the lim-
itations that ECs would introduce in future optical links which are expected to employ high
symbol rates and higher modulation formats. We identified the primary phenomena that
introduce frequency dependent ENoB in wideband ECs and developed novel models that
can simulate these effects in an optical simulation environment. These phenomena include
quantization, timing jitter, bandwidth limitations and noise. The models were theoretically
validated and were experimentally found to capture frequency dependent ENoB such as
those exhibited by commercial ECs accurately. Special considerations were made when
developing the models to ensure that the models are computationally efficient. These in-
clude the modified methodology used to add timing jitter and to include DNL and INL.
We then used these models to estimate the OSNR penalties from ECs for 400G, 600G and
800G systems that are expected to be deployed in the coming future. It was found that
ECs introduce significant penalties that need to be accounted for when planning system
deployments. Finally, we demonstrated how ML techniques can be used to circumvent
tedious and time-consuming simulations when estimating OSNR penalties from ECs for
commonly deployed link configurations.
Modern optical communication systems multiplex and demultiplex multiple ECs to
achieve high symbol rates. Such architectures can introduce significant clock spurs that can
degrade system performance. Additionally, modern ECs employ amplifiers that can intro-
duce nonlinearities in the signal and deteriorate signal quality. Future research efforts can
investigate how to include the effects of clock spurs and nonlinearities in a computationally
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efficient manner into these models. Moreover, in this research, it was found that optical
communication systems require higher conversion resolutions at the ADC when compared
to the DAC, demonstrating the relationship between ADCs and the receiver DSP’s effi-
ciency on compensating impairments. These effects need to be further investigated and
quantified in order to fully understand the effects of wideband ECs in optical communica-
tion systems.
In chapter 4, we introduced TDECQ and its role in qualifying optical transmitters.
While TDECQ is a robust and repeatable methodology, it is computationally expensive
and time consuming. We demonstrated how ML techniques can be used to accelerate
TDECQ assessments while maintaining accuracies comparable to conventional methods.
Specifically, we demonstrated eye-diagram image based CNN techniques , and real-time
signal based LSTM and 1D-CNN techniques. All demonstrated ML methodologies were
at least 500 times faster than conventional methods with CNNs demonstrating computation
speed improvements of a factor of ∼4500. Maximum assessment discrepancies were <0.6
dB for investigated cases.
While exploring LSTM based TDECQ assessments, it was observed that the perfor-
mance of LSTM greatly varied based on what segment of the SSPRQ pattern was utilized.
This demonstrates that certain parts of the SSPRQ pattern hold more information about
the transmitter’s TDECQ than certain other parts. An extensive investigation is required
to understand how different parts of the SSPRQ pattern stress the optical transmitter and
conclude if it is possible to shorten the testing pattern to improve computation speeds.
It is likely that such an investigation could result in the finding of a significantly shorter
test pattern which along with ML can reduce acquisition times and assess TDECQ near-
instantaneously. Additionally, future work can also investigate the use of ML techniques
to identify the cause of unsatisfactory TDECQ in optical transmitters, so as to accelerate
repair procedures and troubleshooting efficiencies.
With the imminent growth of optical networks, it is important to improve current OFNM
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systems to reduce link downtime and meet SLAs. In chapter 5, we demonstrated ML tech-
niques that can be used to implement automated OFNM systems which can predict/detect
impairments as well as identify them. Our detection techniques were based on unsuper-
vised learning algorithms since faulty data of all types may not always be available to
implement supervised learning techniques in OFNM systems. The techniques were able to
detect impairments with high accuracies using readily-available DSP features demonstrat-
ing the robustness and practicality of our method. Additionally, we demonstrated how the
investigated detection schemes could be easily extended to implement impairment iden-
tification schemes when sufficient faulty data is available. The impairment identification
scheme presented in this dissertation was able to detect multiple impairments with >98%
accuracy if carefully handled.
Future work on OFNM systems can investigate how these presented techniques can be
extended to implement impairment localization schemes which can tremendously improve
system repair times. Furthermore, the use of ML techniques to optimize network capacities,





THEORETICAL DERIVATION OF FREQUENCY DEPENDENT ENOB
Procedures for measuring the ENoB of a DAC is described in [75]. It requires transmitting
sinusoids at individual frequencies, calculating the corresponding SINAD and then com-
puting the ENoB using Eqn. 2.43. Similarly, the procedures for an ADC is described in
[147] and requires receiving sinusoids at individual frequencies.
Equation 2.43 is derived as follows. Let us assume that each quantization level is uni-
formly spaced and has one unit amplitude. Then, any sinusoid at frequency f occupying










. If we assume






This is a very broad assumption and requires the converted signal to be essentially random,










Taking the logarithm (base 2) on either side give us,
N = 0.5× log2(SINAD)− 0.5× log2(1.5) (A.4)
If any other impairment is present, it is included in the SINAD and N is substituted with
the effective number of bits or ENoB [75, 147].
In order to derive frequency dependent ENoB for ECs, we will first compute the modi-
fied SINAD by computing the statistics of various impairments. Using the assumption that
timing jitter introduced by EC clocks is much lesser than its sampling period, the relation
between timing jitter, the derivative of the analog signal being converted, and an equivalent





If we use the previous assumption that the added noise is white and independent of the













where σ2tj is the variance of the timing jitter.
In order to include the effects of DNL and INL, we assume that the error due to non-
uniform resolution level is uniformly distributed. In such a case, the total quantization error





Let us assume that the variance of thermal noise is given by σ2n. Then the total noise and
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where f is the frequency of the sinusoid, H(f) is the normalized filter response, |.| is the
absolute value, and fB is the bandwidth over which the noise is measured. fB is usually
set to half the sampling rate of the EC. Note that for an ADC, there will be no coloration of
noise as the distortions arising from an ADC is introduced to the signal after the signal is
low-pass filtered. ENoB improvements due to coloration of noise is known as processing
gain [145].
Computing the frequency dependent ENoB by substituting the SINAD in Eqn. 2.43,
we have






































− 0.5× log2(12) (A.14)











Substituting the different noise variances,








− 0.5× log2(12σ2n + 2 + 6σ2tj22Nπ2f 2) (A.16)








− 0.5× log2(1 + 6σ2tj22Nπ2f 2)
− 0.5× log2
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The last term on the RHS sharply decreases to 0 as a function of f . Thus, it can be assumed
as a low frequency degradation and merged with N to give ENoBDC . Additionally, we
substituteN in 0.5× log2(1+6σ2tj22Nπ2f 2) to ENoBDC to reduce the number of indepen-
dent variables. Applying these two modification, we have the frequency dependent ENoB
of a DAC as















Since ADCs do not low-pass filter its own noise and distortions, there will be no processing
gain in an ADC and its frequency dependent ENoB is given by








POLYBINARY CODING FOR LOW COMPLEXITY HIGH SPEED
ERROR-FREE VCSEL-MMF LINKS
VCSELs with multimode fibers and direct detect receivers dominate deployments of short
reach optical links owing to their power efficiency, low cost, and small form factor. Tradi-
tionally, such links have been operated at error-free BERs (10-12) using PAM-2 modulation
format without equalization or FEC. Recently, equalization (both analog and digital) and
higher modulation formats have become common place [72, 150, 172]. However, these
techniques are computationally expensive, and increase latency and power requirements.
Such trade-off are detrimental to short reach applications such as high performance com-
puting (HPC) and data centers (DC). Thus, there is a need to identify techniques that in-
crease link bitrates while retaining the low complexity of direct modulation and detection.
B.1 Polybinary Coding
Correlated coding is a popular technique used to increase bitrates in bandlimited channels
[173]. The technique introduces correlations between generated symbols to decrease the
signal’s bandwidth. If the initial symbols are from PAM-2 modulation format, symbols





where xn are the PAM-2 symbols. The bandwidth of an is reduced by a factor of k and the
number of amplitude levels are increased by (k − 1).
Even though polybinary signaling introduces multiple levels and may seem like a higher
modulation format, there can be significant advantages to using polybinary signaling in-
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Figure B.1: VCSEL-MMF experimental setup for duobinary signaling [72]
stead of traditional multilevel signaling such as PAM-4 and PAM-8. Firstly, polybinary
signals have smaller implementation complexity. The transmitter can be implemented us-
ing delays-and-adds. A traditional multilevel signal generator would require a serial to
parallel converter at the transmitter and a parallel to serial converter at the receiver. Sec-
ondly, polybinary signals have the same horizontal eye opening as PAM-2 eyes operating
at the same bitrate since only adjacent vertical transitions are allowed. Thus, polybinary
coding is more robust to receiver timing jitter. Finally, for the same bandwidth and the same
number of levels, polybinary signal increases the bitrate by a larger factor when compared
to traditional multilevel signals. This is because a traditional multilevel signal with k levels
increases the bitrate by log2(k) and a polybinary signal increases the bitrate by (k − 1).
The converse would be that for the same increase in bitrate, polybinary signals have fewer
number of eyes and thus a smaller eye closure penalty.
B.2 Experimental Setup
We use an SWDM capable VCSEL-MMF testbed for our demonstration, Fig. B.1 [72]. The
polybinary signal was implemented digitally using appropriate delays and additions. The
optical signal was transported through 105m of wideband OM5 fiber [174] and the error
rate was directly measured with an SHF 11100A bit error rate tester (BERT). Received
optical power required to support BER = 10-12 were also measured. Two VCSELs [175,
176] with different bandwidths were examined to analyze the performance of polybinary
signaling under different bandwidth constraints. The lower bandwidth VCSEL is VCSEL
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Table B.1: Maximum bitrate (Gbps) (BER <10-12) achieved for different formats through
105m of wideband fiber





1 and the higher bandwidth VCSEL is VCSEL 2. For the purposes of fair comparison, the
input RF swing (peak-to-peak voltage) was fixed for each modulation format. Since we are
using a traditional PAM-2 BERT, the BER was calculated using the BER of each individual





where BERi refers to the BER of the ith eye.
B.3 Results and Discussion
The maximum data rate achieved for each modulation format is listed in Table B.1. Us-
ing VCSEL 1, we were able to achieve similar data rates for PAM-4 and duobinary. The
received power requirements were also similar. Polybinary-3, however, was only able to
achieve 52 Gbps. This is far less than what is anticipated since polybinary-3 occupies 3
times less bandwidth than PAM-2. Polybinary-3 has a correlation depth of 3 and hence
has 4 amplitude levels. VCSEL 2, however, was able to achieve similar data rates for
duobinary, polybinary-3 and PAM-4 with comparable received optical power.
Figure B.2 shows the average received power required to achieve a certain bitrate for
error-free signaling (BER <10-12) using different modulation formats. As expected, the
required received power increases monotonically for PAM-2 and PAM-4. Surprisingly,
duobinary does not exhibit a monotonic trend. There appears to be one local maxima in its
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Figure B.2: Average received power required to achieve a certain bitrate at BER <10-12.
Dashed lines correspond to the thermal limit with the associated eye closure penalty. Blue
corresponds to two level signals (PAM-2), red to three level signals (Duobinary) and green
to four level signals (Polybinary-3 and PAM-4). (a) VCSEL 1 and (b) VCSEL 2
power requirements. Using VCSEL 2, we observed that polybinary-3 was able to achieve
30-62 Gbps and then 74-81 Gbps. The gap suggests that the power required for polybinary-
3 between 62 Gbps and 74 Gbps exceeded the capabilities of the VCSEL.
We further investigate this non-monotonic trend of polybinary signaling by examination
of the received extinction ratio, Fig. B.3. The average optical power and the input RF swing
were kept constant. The extinction ratio of PAM-4 decreases as the bitrate increases owing
to the bandwidth of the link. However, duobinary has a local maxima and polybinary-3
has two local maxima. Comparing Fig. B.2 and Fig. B.3, we see that the local maxima of
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Figure B.3: Extinction ratio of the received optical signal for different bitrate and formats
for a fixed input RF swing and fixed received optical power with VCSEL 1
duobinary extinction ratios corresponds to the local minima in the required power. Vice-
versa is also true. Interestingly, there exists two local maximas for polybinary-3. We could
not exploit these maximas since the first maxima did not have sufficient extinction ratio and
the second maxima was very close to the sampling rate of the AWG (92 GSa/s). However,
the existence of the second maxima with a higher extinction ratio suggests that higher
bitrates could be achieved with polybinary-3 if AWGs with higher sampling rates are used.
Through an analysis of the Fourier spectra of the signals from the two VCSELs, we
observed a strong correlation between the bandwidth of the link and the performance of
certain bitrates. This suggests that low pass filtering the signal after the delay-and-add fil-
ter improves the performance of polybinary signaling by ensuring excess spectral content
is removed. Indeed the requirement that proper trimming of spectral content is required
to maximize the performance of polybinary signals is well documented [177]. We im-
plemented a low pass filter digitally using our AWG for duobinary signals. The 3-dB
bandwidth of the filter was set at half the bitrate. Figure B.4 shows the performance of the
duobinary signal with the additional low pass filter. Low pass filtering the duobinary signal
renders the behavior monotonic with an improved performance. However, the improve-
ments in performance is limited to bitrates <64 Gbps. The performances are the same at
higher bitrates since the added filter has little effect at those bitrates. The intrinsic channel
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Figure B.4: Average received power required to achieve a certain bitrate at 10−12 BER with
transmitter low-pass filtering.
bandwidth alone provides sufficient filtering.
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